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Abstract

Increased muscle stiffness helps prevent excessive movement that can lead to ligament and soft-tissue damage. There is empirical evidence suggesting that muscles are important in preventing injuries caused by excessive translational movements. Very little is known, however, on how our muscles provide translational stiffness. This thesis uses complementary theoretical (Chapters 2 and 3) and experimental (Chapter 4) techniques to address how muscles provide translational joint stiffness.

In Chapters 2 and 3, we used an elastic energy approach to successfully derive equations that quantify muscular contributions to joint stiffness. From the equations, we were able to determine how the geometric orientation and mechanical properties of an individual muscle allows it to provide translational stiffness. In Chapter 4, using the techniques developed in the previous chapters, we test the notion that the nervous system is responsive to translational loading.

From these works, several important discoveries were found. We are the first to find that muscles with large squared projections (alignment) over a degree-of-freedom are well suited to provide translational stiffness. Further, by explicitly describing the interactions between the translational and rotational stiffnesses we found that ignoring these interactions resulted in an overestimation of principal stiffnesses. This has large implication for stability analyses, where such overestimations could suggest that an unsafe task is actually safe. Experimentally, we found that the nervous system is responsive to translational loading. This was accomplished through increased activity of muscle well suited to provide translational stiffness.
Collectively, the works presented provide much needed knowledge on the role muscle play in stabilizing and protecting our joints. This thesis provides a strong foundation for continued joint stiffness, stability, and impedance research.
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Chapter 1 – General Introduction
1.1 - MOTIVATION

From playing sports to walking, or even picking up a pen off the floor, the safety of our joints depend on surrounding muscles. By increasing joint stiffness, muscles prevent excessive movement that can lead to ligament injuries. To date, joint stability research has only focused on how muscles prevent excessive rotational movement. However, several joints are susceptible to injury from excessive translational movements. Some commonly known examples of this are ACL injuries and dislocated shoulders. Since little is known about translational stiffness, several important questions arise: How do muscles provide translation stiffness? Does the central nervous system respond to translational loading, as it does for rotational loading? In this thesis, we use both theoretical and experimental techniques to address these questions.

1.2 – CONTRIBUTORS TO JOINT STABILITY

Proper joint function is maintained by preserving the integrity of the joint in the presence of external demands (Wongchaisuwat et al., 1984). In 1992, Panjabi eloquently describes the stability of a joint being dependent on the control, active, and passive systems. The control system, comprised of the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral nervous system, monitors sensory input, processes task objectives, and controls the stiffness at a joint. Mechanoreceptors, such as Golgi tendon organs and muscle spindles, monitor the stress and strain along muscles and transmit afferent signals to the CNS (Stubbs et al., 1998; Reimann and LePhart, 2002). The CNS integrates these signals, determines performance objectives in light of task goals, and attempts to produce an optimal response (Todorov and Jordon, 2002; Scott, 2004). Objectives that the CNS may
consider include minimizing energy consumption (Anderson and Pandy, 2001), joint
loading (Yettram and Jackman, 1982), muscle fatigue (Stokes and Gardner-Morse, 2001),
and discomfort (Marler et al., 2005), as well as maximizing accuracy (Selen et al., 2005)
and joint stability (Stokes and Gardner-Morse, 2001). Based on environmental demands
and task goals (Darainy et al., 2004), the response of the CNS acts to modulate joint
stiffness through the active system (Panjabi, 1992). The active system is composed of
muscle fibers and tendons. Muscle is a very unique biological tissue that can have its
force and stiffness adjusted based on neural drive from the CNS (Ma and Zahalak, 1991).
The passive system also provides stiffness and is composed of bony articulating surfaces,
ligaments, joint capsules, and surrounding soft tissues (Wongchaiuwat et al., 1984;
Beillas et al., 2004). Collectively, these three systems work together with the goal of
producing a stable and movable joint, while providing modest additional stiffness for
unexpected perturbations (McGill et al., 2003).

As mentioned, the ability of these systems to work in synergy allows for a stable
joint. However, dysfunction to any of the systems can lead to the following: injury of
system components, immediate compensatory response from another system, a long-term
adaptation of the other systems, or any combination of these (Panjabi, 1992). For
example, with insufficient active stiffness a joint can become unstable and buckle,
causing excessive motion that can result in injury (Cholewicki and McGill, 1992). For
such reasons, it is valuable to understand what structures provide joint stiffness.

The theoretical work in this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3) focus on the active system.
In these chapters I derived equations to quantify muscular contributions to joint stiffness.
The experimental work in this thesis (Chapter 4) considers both the nervous and active systems. In the fourth chapter, using the developed equations from the previous chapters, we examine whether the nervous system is responsive to translational loading. Further, we determine if the response significantly increases stiffness from the active system.

1.3 – PREVIOUS JOINT STIFFNESS AND STABILITY ANALYSES

Most of the work to date on joint stiffness and stability research has focused on the spine. This is because the spine is inherently unstable (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991) and around 70% of people will develop low-back pain in their life (Macedo et al., 2008). In his seminal work, Bergmark (1989) was the first to quantify spine stability using an energy approach. Here, the definition of stability borrows from structural mechanics, where a system is considered stable if it can return to its original position following some perturbation. Both stiffness and stability analyses are mathematically defined as the second-order partial derivatives of energy with respect to general displacements along each degree-of-freedom (DoF). These calculations result in a Hessian matrix (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996). The difference between the two analyses is that a stability analysis considers both the potential (external loading) and elastic energy (active and passive) stored in the system, while a stiffness analysis includes only the elastic energy storage (active and/or passive). For a stability analysis, if the eigenvalues and determinant of a matrix are greater than zero, the system is considered stable (Howarth et al., 2004). For a stiffness analysis, as performed in this thesis, each eigenvalue is the stiffness acting along its corresponding eigenvector. Here, eigenvectors represent the directions where the restoring force and displacement are collinear (Mussa-
For a stiffness analysis, the Hessian matrix can be referred to as either a stiffness tensor or stiffness matrix. By modeling muscles as elastic springs, and since the second derivative of elastic energy with respect to displacement is stiffness, Bergmark (1989) was able to calculate the muscular stiffness of the spine. By providing stiffness, muscles play perhaps the largest role in joint stability. For example, the passive spine buckles (i.e., is unstable) with loads as low as 88 N (Crisco III, 1991). However, trained individuals, such as competitive power-lifters, can safely support upwards of 18,000 N without buckling (Cholewicki, McGill, and Norman, 1991). This demonstrates the important role that muscle stiffness plays in stabilizing our joints.

Bergmark’s work and much of the research that followed (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Howarth et al., 2004; Grenier and McGill, 2007) considered only the rotational DoF of the spine. Additionally, such studies lump together the active and passive components, sometimes along with the potential energy, to get some measure of stability (e.g., eigenvalues and/or determinant). Thus, the contribution from the active and passive systems, as well as external loading, would be unknown. Furthermore, taking a closer examination of the active system, it has been shown by several groups that between muscles there are relative changes in activation depending on environmental demands (Daher et al., 2003; Kingma et al., 2004; Aalbersberg et al., 2005; Franklin et al., 2007; Aalbersberg et al., 2009). These variable motor patterns indicate that relative individual muscle contributions to stiffness would change, depending on the task. This implies that an individual muscle may be more important during one task but less influential during another. Given observations of relative muscle
activity changes and the large role of muscle in stabilizing our joints, it is of value to quantify individual muscle contributions to stiffness.

To this end, Potvin and Brown (2005), also using an energy approach, developed an equation to calculate individual muscle contributions to rotational stiffness. They found that the geometric orientation and mechanical properties of a muscle determines its ability to provide rotational stiffness. Geometrically, they found that a muscle with a large moment arm squared (e.g., $r_z^2$; moment arm about the z-axis squared) and short length was well suited to providing rotational stiffness. Mechanically, having both a large inline force and stiffness capacity (i.e., acting along the line-of-action, or path, of a particular muscle) also increases the capability of a muscle to provide rotational stiffness. This work was important as it mathematically describing the role individual muscle play in providing rotational stiffness to a joint. Furthermore, the equation’s explicit representation and relative simplicity, compared to previous stability analyses, has allowed several researchers to estimate muscle contributions to joint rotational stiffness (Brown and Potvin, 2005; Brown and Potvin, 2007; Beach, Howarth, Callaghan, 2008a; Beach, Howarth, Callaghan, 2008b; Brown and Graham, 2012; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012). However, part of the assumptions of this methodology is there are no interactions between DoF. Mathematically, this is represented as including only the diagonal terms of the Hessian matrix. Thus, the interactions between DoF, which are defined by the non-diagonal terms, are ignored. Of the works mentioned in this section so far, the analyses have either included (Crisco III, 1991 thesis; Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Howarth et al., 2004; Grenier and McGill, 2007) or not included
interactions between DoF (Bergmark, 1989; Brown and Potvin, 2005; Potvin and Brown, 2005; Brown and Potvin, 2007; Beach, Howarth, Callaghan, 2008a; Beach, Howarth, Callaghan, 2008b; Brown and Graham, 2012; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012), and all these works have only examined the rotational DoF. While much work has been done for rotational stiffness and stability, there has been much less work examining the translational DoF.

To date, there have been fewer attempts, two to our knowledge, that consider the translational DoF. The first of these efforts was by Gardner-Morse and colleagues (1995), who used a lumbar spine model that considered all the possible 36 displacements of the lumbar spine. This indicates that each of the six lumbar joints were modeled with 6 DoF—three translational and three rotational. They performed stiffness analysis that included both passive and active components of the spine. To determine the minimum muscular stiffness needed to stabilize the spine, the authors iteratively varied the inline stiffness of the spinal muscles and examined the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the resulting stiffness matrices. This work may be the most complete stiffness analysis in terms of DoF considered, however, the mathematical description of their analysis was quite vague. For example, there is no explanation on how the buckling analysis was performed, which, according to Howard (2006), apparently used the stiffness matrix eigenvectors. Such irreproducibility is a common feature to many stiffness analyses, where the explicit equations needed to calculate joint stiffness are not reported. For instance, the work of Gardner-Morse et al. (1995) only shows the eigendecomposition problem of a general matrix, while others only provide the general form of the calculated
partial derivatives (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Pfeifer et al., 2012). Such general mathematical representations are quite limiting for the majority of researchers (Potvin and Brown, 2005). Thus, there is a need to explicitly define the partial derivatives of a complete stiffness matrix that includes both rotational and translational DoF.

A more recent attempt to define translational stability was performed by Oosterom and colleagues (2003), who developed a model to assess the stiffness of the shoulder joint. The model included the bony articulations of the humeral head and glenoid fossa, as well as the stiffness provided by the rotator cuff muscles. The strength of this model is the inclusion of articular geometry and the role bone plays in joint stiffness. There were, however, a number of limitations. First, the analysis was two-dimensional and carried out only in the frontal plane. Second, the rotator muscles were lumped together and only their force was considered. Thus, inline muscle stiffness was ignored, which is essential for joint stiffness calculations. Thirdly, the rotator cuff muscles were lumped together, so it would not be possible to parse out individual muscle contributions to translational stiffness. In summary, given the model’s two-dimensional design and overly simplified muscle definition, it would not be able to account for the ability of an individual muscle to store elastic energy given its three-dimensional orientation.

Given the assumptions, model simplifications, and lack of reported equations, there is currently no work, to our knowledge, that explicitly describes the role muscles play in providing translational stiffness. In Chapter 2 we address this limitation by following a similar approach used by Potvin and Brown (2005). Here, we derive three equations to explicitly define muscle contributions to translational stiffness along three
orthogonal (xyz) DoF. These equations provided much needed insight into how muscles provide translational stiffness to a joint. However, they represent the diagonal terms of a stiffness matrix and ignore interactions between DoF. Building upon our own work, we extend the mathematics to account for all six DoF—three translational and three rotational. Again, these equations provide even further insight into how the active system provides joint stiffness by explicitly describing how DoF interact with one another.

1.3.1 EIGENVALUE AND EIGENVECTOR INTERPRETATION

In the biomechanics literature, the majority of stiffness and stability analyses consider the eigenvalues of the system and only a few studies have also considered the corresponding eigenvectors (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Gardner-Morse et al., 1995; Howarth, 2006). Since an n-dimensional Hessian matrix is symmetric, there are n real eigenvalues and eigenvectors that are orthogonal to one another. It is interesting to note that in the case where the off-diagonal interaction terms are ignored, the eigenvectors point in the same direction as the basis vectors of the chosen coordinate system. Basis vectors have a unit length of one, are orthogonal to one another, and define the DoF of a coordinate system. By examining only the eigenvalues or ignoring interaction terms, the directions that eigenvalues act is lost and less is understood on how the systems provide stiffness to a joint.

Of the biomechanical studies that also examined the eigenvectors, two of the studies used them to determine the buckling configurations of the spine (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Gardner-Morse et al., 1995) and the third used them to locate the least stable DoF of the spinal joints (Howarth, 2006). These studies used either 1 or 3 of the
lowest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenvectors to examine instability. However, it may be of interest to examine all eigenvalues and eigenvectors. By using stiffness ellipses, Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985) looked at endpoint stiffness of the hand, given rotational stiffness at the elbow and shoulder. Their methodology provides an attractive method, both practically and visually, to examine a stiffness matrix. Subsequently, it has been used extensively in motor control research (Shadmehr et al., 1993; Burdet et al., 2001; Darainy et al., 2004; Franklin et al., 2004; Franklin et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2009a; Wong et al., 2009b; Krutky et al, 2013).

The motor control literature offers an eloquent way to assess both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a stiffness matrix. To analyze our derived 6 DoF stiffness matrix (Chapter 3), we extended upon the work of Mussa-Ivaldi et al., (1985) to analyze knee stiffness ellipses during an open kinetic chain exercise (Chapter 4). We used this methodology to examine stiffness along the manipulated DoF. This represents the first study to examine multiple DoF in one joint using stiffness ellipses.

1.3.2 – MUSCULOTENDON MODELS

Estimates of each musculotendon (muscle and tendon) inline force and stiffness are necessary to calculate muscle contributions to joint stiffness. There are two main classes of musculotendon models: phenomenological (i.e., ‘black-box’) and mechanistic. The Hill-type model is an example of the former and, due to its simplicity (a single differential equation) and accurate force estimates during slow movements, is currently the most widely used musculotendon model. However, because of this simplicity, several physiological phenomena need to be included ad hoc. For example, both the activation-
force (Potvin et al., 1996; Lloyd and Besier, 2003) and velocity-force relationships (Zajac, 1989; Lloyd and Besier, 2003) are added as independent functions. Furthermore, this model cannot produce an estimate of inline musculotendon stiffness ($k$). In an attempt to resolve this, several researchers attempt to approximate $k$ with the relationship: $k = qf/L$, where $q$ is a dimensionless proportionality constant relating muscle force ($f$) and length ($L$) to the lumped stiffness of the muscle fibers and tendon (Bergmark, 1989). However, this relationship poorly estimates $k$ (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991) by falsely assuming a linear relationship between musculotendon stiffness, force, and length (Cholewicki and McGill, 1995). It is clear there are several limitations to estimating both inline musculotendon force and stiffness with such phenomenological models.

Conversely, mechanistic musculotendon models are based on muscle physiology. Specifically, the proportion of bound cross-bridges ($n(x,t)$) with displacement $x$ at time $t$. This is mathematically defined by the Huxley partial differential equations (Huxley, 1957). However, solving these equations yields an infinite set of first-order, coupled differential equations. To simplify these equations, Zahalak (1981) developed the distribution moment approximation (DMA) model, which approximates the distribution, ($n(x,t)$), with a Gaussian function. Integrating to find the first three statistical moments of the approximated Huxley equations results in three, first-order coupled differential equations that calculate the instantaneous stiffness, force, and energy of the muscle fibers. By adding a fourth differential equation, this model is easily extended to account for musculotendon length.

A very important feature of the DMA model is the coupling between the
differential equations. This coupling allows the DMA model to replicate a large repertoire of muscle phenomena (Zahalak, 1981) that simply emerge from the model. Muscle phenomena that the DMA-model replicates include: 1) a non-unique force-velocity curve; 2) decrease in force with oscillation; 3) force yielding during constant length changes; and 4) a nonlinear activation-force relationship. Joyce et al. (1969) experimentally demonstrate all four of these muscle properties. These phenomena cannot be replicated with Hill-type models (Zahalak, 1986). Furthermore, the addition of a tendon compliance (inverse of stiffness) function into the fourth differential equation (musculotendon velocity), allows for the calculation of inline musculotendon stiffness (Zahalak, 1986). A limitation of mechanistic models is the exclusion of the parallel elastic component (PEC), a passive property of muscle (Zajac, 1989). Cholewicki and McGill (1995) included the PEC in their DMA model. However, from their equations it can be seen that the PEC is disassociated from the rate of change of the muscle fiber length. This may be an unrealistic assumption as the PEC likely influences muscle fiber velocity. Fortunately, the force produced by the PEC is typically smaller than the active force within the physiological range of a muscle (Hill, 1938; Hill, 1950; Maenhout, 2002), particularly for young adults (Thelen, 2003). Therefore, for much of human movement the DMA-model can provide relatively accurate estimates of the instantaneous musculotendon stiffness, force, energy, and length.

Mechanistic musculotendon models are more complex to solve than phenomenological models (e.g., Hill-type), but are able to reproduce several experimentally observed muscle phenomena. Furthermore, they are able to directly
calculate instantaneous inline musculotendon stiffness. For our first theoretical work (Chapter 2) we used a Hill-type model and the corresponding estimate of musculotendon stiffness \( k = qf/L \). However, upon reviewing the compelling reasons to use a mechanistic model, we decided it was worthwhile to solve the relatively complex DMA-model. Once solved, we used the DMA-model (Ma and Zahalak, 1991) for our second, more complete theoretical work (Chapter 3) and in our experimental study (Chapter 4).

1.4 – THE NERVOUS SYSTEM’S RESPONSE TO PERTURBATIONS

The nervous system provides neural drive to the muscles that modulates their force and stiffness. Since most of our major joints are redundant systems, meaning there are more force actuators (both active and passive) than DoF, there are infinite solutions to balance joint forces and moments (Fernandez and Pandy, 2006). Thus, during any given task, the nervous system has the complex problem of selecting some combination of muscle activity. Although this redundancy increases complexity, it simultaneously provides the nervous system the flexibility to consider many objectives (see Section 1.2) while solving task goals. Below, we discuss how this redundancy allows for flexible responses, reflected by changes in relative activity between muscles, during a variety of rotational and translational loading perturbations.

In response to rotational loads, there are several interesting examples of relative muscle activity changes that allow for some nervous system objective to be solved. For example, during sudden spine loading, it has been shown that people with low back pain show a decrease and increase in the activation of deep and superficial muscles, respectively, compared to normal populations (Hodges et al., 2001; Lindgren et al., 1993;
Sihvonen et al., 1997). Because the superficial muscles have longer moment arms, they can still balance moment requirements while concurrently increasing rotational stiffness (Potvin and Brown, 2005) and reducing the magnitude of compression forces that may lead to pain (Hodges and Moseley, 2003). For multi-joint reaching movements, Franklin et al., (2007) showed that altered activation of both single and bi-articular, elbow and shoulder joint muscles allowed the largest eigenvalue of endpoint stiffness to be redirected along the direction of environmental instability. Furthermore, this demonstrates the importance of accounting for the eigenvectors of a stiffness matrix. There is also evidence that the nervous system responds to several DoF of the knee, despite the majority of movement acting along the flexion-extension axis. With varus loading, which causes the knees to bend laterally, Dhaher et al., (2003) showed an activation increase of the medial muscles. This would protect the medial collateral ligament by straightening the leg and increase valgus-varus stiffness. So far, I have given examples throughout the body, at the spine, upper limbs, and knees, where changes in relative muscle activity is advantageous for resisting rotational loading.

While there is ample evidence showing the advantages of relative activity changes between muscles in response to rotational loading, the question becomes: does the nervous also respond to translational loading? There is some evidence to suggest it does. In cats, it has been shown that stretching of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), which primarily resists anterior movement, causes an increase in hamstring activity (Solomonow et al., 1987). The hamstrings have large projections (alignment) over the anterior-posterior (AP) DoF and it is thought that the hamstrings may act to protect the ACL. In
humans, it has been shown during gait (Torry et al., 2004; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007) and static, closed kinetic chain exercises (Aalbersberg et al., 2009) that ACL deficient individuals display increased hamstring activity compared to healthy counterparts. These authors speculate that this is an attempt of the nervous and active systems to compensate for the passive stiffness previously provided by the missing ACL. In 2004, Kingma and colleagues altered posterior shearing forces applied to healthy knees and saw a trend of altered muscle activation in the semitendinosus; a hamstring muscle. Although mean comparisons did not reveal statistical differences in activation with changes in shear force, the study had few participants and likely lacked the statistical power to be conclusive. Although there is evidence showing and trending towards a change in hamstring activation in response to translational loading, it is unknown if these response would also result in significantly greater musculotendon stiffness along the AP DoF.

There are several strong examples demonstrating relative changes in muscle activation in response to rotational loading and some evidence in ACL deficient individuals in response to translational loading. However, there is only a trend towards an altered muscle activation response in healthy individuals (Kingma et al, 2004). Additionally, of the rotational and translational works mentioned above, with the exception of Franklin et al. (2007), it is unknown if these relative changes in muscle activity would also yield significant changes in stiffness measures. The experimental work in Chapter 4 was specifically designed to evaluate if the nervous system is responsive to translational loading in healthy participants. Furthermore, we also examine
if such a response would also lead to significant increase in musculotendon stiffness. Data was also collected in a more dynamic task to examine the same hypotheses. However, due to soft-tissue artifact and biomechanical modeling limitations, this study was removed from the main chapters of the thesis (see Appendix for further details).

1.5 – THE KNEE (TIBIOFEMORAL) JOINT

The knee is often injured during a wide range of activities from playing sports (Maxwell, 1989; Lo et al., 2008; Renstrom et al., 2008) to performing jobs at the workplace (WSIB, 2012). There has been a large amount of research on the knee given its high rate of injury. Common knee joint injuries involve the cruciate (anterior and posterior) and collateral (medial and lateral) ligaments (Andriacchi et al., 1983; Mills and Hull, 1991; Eager et al., 2001; Zhang and Wang, 2001). Furthermore, ACL damage also increases the risk of developing osteoarthritis (Gillquist and Messner, 1999). Ligament tearing is both painful and expensive to our health care system (Blackburn et al., 2011). Joint stiffness prevents excessive movements that can lead to such injuries (Butler, 2003).

All joints have six orthogonal DoF, consisting of three rotations and three translations (Blankevoort et al., 1988; Beillas et al., 2004; Dennis et al., 2005). The tibiofemoral joint of the knee has movement along all six DoF and is relatively mobile along the translational DoF compared to other joints (Walker et al., 1988; Boden and Wiesel, 1990; Graichen et al., 2000; Dennis et al., 2005). During passive movements the knee translates up to 8.7 mm, with the majority of this translational movement occurring along the AP DoF (tibial reference frame; Walker et al., 1988). The ACL and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) respectively resist anterior and posterior movement.
With large shearing forces, translational movement may become excessive and lead to ligament tearing (Blackburn et al., 2011). As mentioned in Section 1.4, there is evidence to suggest that greater hamstring activation may increase stiffness to protect these ligaments (Solomonow et al., 1987; Kingma et al., 2004; Torry et al., 2004; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007; Aalbersberg et al., 2009). Given the potential role of knee muscles in protecting ligaments from excessive translational movement, it is important to determine their role in providing translation stiffness.

The majority of knee stiffness research has been performed in vivo by examining the stress-strain relationships of lumped active and passive structures. The DoF most examined are the AP (Markolf et al., 1978; Race and Amis, 1996; Fleming et al., 1993; Kellis and Baltzopoulos, 1999; Eager et al., 2001; Shelburne et al., 2004; Lo et al., 2008) and valgus-varus DoF (Markolf, 1978 et al.; Louie and Mote Jr., 1986; Olmstead et al., 1986; Lloyd and Buchanan, 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Winby et al., 2009). The trend of researching a single DoF was due to the high number of ligament injuries that result from excessive motion along these DoF (Butler et al., 2003). However, the remaining DoF and the interactions between DoF has received much less attention. Mills and Hull (1991) is one of the only studies to examine how stress/strain curves change with simultaneous loading of two DoF. While there has been much research examining in vivo knee stiffness, usually along the AP or valgus-varus DoF, there have been limited efforts to model the stiffness contributions of knee muscles (Derouin, 2006; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012). Such modeling allows for the active and passive systems to be separated.
However, previous knee models only examined the rotational DoF, and did not account for the translational or interaction stiffnesses. Thus, a greater understanding of knee muscle contributions to translational stiffness is still needed.

The knee is an excellent joint to examine muscle contributions to translational stiffness given its relatively large translations. For this reason, we decided to use the knee joint to demonstrate our derived equations (Chapter 2 and 3). Experimentally, we examined if the nervous system is responsive to translational loading by applying varying shearing forces to the knee joint (Chapter 4). To assess the response, we examined changes in muscle activity and translational musculotendon stiffness.

1.6 – SUMMARY

It is clear that the vast majority of stiffness and stability research has focused on rotational DoF. This raises two outstanding questions:

1) How do muscles provide stiffness along the translational degrees-of-freedom?
2) Does the nervous system respond to translational loading?

The goal of this thesis is to answer these important questions. The first question was addressed using an energy approach. Our objective was to examine how the geometric orientation and mechanical properties of muscle allow it to provide translational stiffness.

To address the second question, we applied shearing loads to the knee with the goal of observing altered muscle activation and musculotendon stiffness. Answering these questions will provide a greater understanding on how the active and nervous systems protect our joints.
1.7 – THESIS OVERVIEW

In this thesis, we use both theoretical and experimental techniques to address the outstanding questions above. In Chapter 2, we used an elastic energy approach to derive three equations, representing the main diagonal of a stiffness matrix. Chapter 3 extends upon the techniques used in Chapter 2 by using more general kinematic and vector calculus definitions. This allowed us to define a six DoF stiffness matrix; accounting for all three translational and three rotational DoF, as well as their interactions. A further highlight of this chapter is the use of the DMA-model to estimate inline muscle force and stiffness. Chapter 4 contains our experimental work that examined the nervous system’s response to translational loading. Here, we alter AP shearing forces at the knee while keeping moments constant. This allowed us to examine muscle activity in response to shear loads, independent of moment demands. Using the techniques developed in Chapter 3 and extending upon the works of Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985), we also quantified knee stiffness along different DoF with stiffness ellipses. Collectively, these three studies give us a greater understanding of how muscles stabilize our joints.

1.8 – PURPOSES AND HYPOTHESES

The overseeing hypotheses that motivated this thesis is that muscles are important to joint translational stiffness and the nervous system can modulate translational stiffness with altered translational loading. Chapter 2 and 3 assess how muscles geometrically and mechanically contribute to joint translational stiffness, while chapter 4 examines muscle activity and knee stiffness in response to translational loading.
The major motivation for Chapter 2 is the lack of equations in the literature that explicitly describe the role a muscle plays in providing translational stiffness. The work of Potvin and Brown (2005) gave us a general framework to build upon. They found that a muscle provides greater rotational stiffness by having a large moment arm squared, short length, and high inline force and stiffness. We hypothesized that having a large projection (alignment over a specific translational DoF), and a short length would geometrically make a muscle well suited to provide translational stiffness along that particular DoF. Mechanically, we predicted muscles with large inline force and stiffness would provide greater translational stiffness. Secondary goals of this study were to validate the use of the derived equations with the Delp et al. (1990) knee model, to estimate maximal knee translational stiffness along three orthogonal $xyz$ axes, and to perform a sensitivity analysis on equation inputs.

The goal of Chapter 3 was to derive explicit equations to calculate the stiffness for all six possible DoF—three translational and three rotational—of a single joint. This chapter built upon our previous work (Chapter 2) in an attempt to define a $6 \times 6$ stiffness matrix. The equations developed in Chapter 2 and those from Potvin and Brown (2005) defined the diagonal terms of this stiffness matrix, respectively, for the translational and rotational DoF. It was, however, unclear how the DoF would interact with one another and what form the off-diagonal terms would take. Thus, this study was exploratory in this regard. The secondary purpose of this study was to compare our analysis against two commonly used approaches: 1) a stiffness matrix that accounts for only rotational DoF,
including interactions, and 2) a stiffness matrix that includes both rotational and translational DoF, but ignores the interactions between DoF.

Chapter 4 was motivated by previous experiments showing altered muscle activation during rotational loading (Hodges et al., 2001; Dhafer et al., 2003; Franklin et al., 2007), and also during translational loading in ACL deficient individuals (Torry et al., 2004; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007; Aalbersberg et al., 2009). In a healthy population, Kingma et al., (2004) showed a trend towards altered muscle activity during translational loading, but it did not reach statistical significant. Thus, we are unaware of any experiment showing a definite nervous system response to translational loading in healthy individuals. Furthermore, it is unknown if potentially different muscle activity would also lead to significantly different musculotendon stiffness. Using an experiment similar to Kingma et al. (2004), we altered posterior shearing forces applied to the knee while keeping extensor moment constant. We hypothesized there would be an increase in AP musculotendon stiffness with an increase in posteriorly applied shear forces. Given previous work by others showing (or trending towards) modulations in muscle activity in response to translational loading, we also hypothesized that AP stiffness would increase at a greater rate than flexion-extension stiffness. This is possible by significantly increasing hamstring muscle activations, which are geometrically well positioned (large projection) to provide stiffness along the AP DoF. Using our derived stiffness matrix (Chapter 3) and extending upon the work of Mussa-Ivaldi et al., (1985), we calculated stiffness ellipses to quantify stiffness along and about the AP and flexion-extension DoF, respectively.
In summary, this thesis presents a series of theoretical (Chapter 2 and 3) and experimental (Chapter 4) works that build upon one another to gain a strong understanding of how the active and nervous systems provide stiffness to the translational DoF of a joint.
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2.1 – ABSTRACT

Research suggests that the knee joint may be dependent on an individual muscle’s translational stiffness ($K_T$) of the surrounding musculature to prevent or compensate for ligament tearing. Our primary goal was to develop an equation that calculates $K_T$. We successfully derived such an equation that requires as input: a muscle’s coordinates, force, and stiffness acting along its line of action. This equation can also be used to estimate the total joint muscular $K_T$, in three orthogonal axes (AP: anterior-posterior; SI: superior-inferior; ML: medial-lateral), by summatting individual muscle $K_T$ contributions for each axis. We then compared the estimates of our equation, using a commonly used knee model as input, to experimental data. Our total muscular $K_T$ predictions (44.0 N/mm), along the anterior / posterior axis (AP), matched the experimental data (52.2 N/mm), and was well within the expected variability (22.6 N/mm). We then estimated the total and individual muscular $K_T$ in two postures (0° and 90° of knee flexion), with muscles mathematically set to full activation. For both postures, total muscular $K_T$ was greatest along the SI-axis. The extensors provided the greatest $K_T$ for each posture and axis. Finally, we performed a sensitivity analysis to explore the influence of each input on the equation. It was found that pennation angle, which in Hill-type muscle modeling largely influences normalized muscle length and consequently active and passive muscle forces, had the largest effect on SI $K_T$. We also found that muscle line-of-action coordinates largely influenced AP and ML muscular $K_T$. Our derived equation can be easily embedded within biomechanical models to calculate the individual and total muscular $K_T$ for any joint.
2.2 – INTRODUCTION

Each human joint between two rigid bodies can be modelled as having six degrees-of-freedom (DoF), translational and rotational, in each of the orthogonal XYZ directions. Both active (muscles) and passive (ligaments, soft-tissue, and the topography of the articular surfaces) components contribute to the stiffness of each DoF (Panjabi, 1992; Beillas et al., 2004). Only muscles are capable of having their force and stiffness actively modulated, and do so in accordance with neural drive (Panjabi, 1992). This neural drive, which influences muscle stiffness, is an important contributor to joint translational stiffness (Solomonow et al., 1987; Tagesson et al., 2010). Individuals with a ruptured anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), which primarily resists anterior movement of the tibia (Eager et al., 2001), display increased hamstring activity during gait (Torry et al., 2004; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007). Furthermore, the hamstrings are also activated by mechanical (Solomonow et al., 1987) and electrical (Dyhre-Poulsen and Krogsgaard, 2000) stimulations of the ACL. Gait studies suggest that hamstring co-contraction may be protective or compensatory for the intact or absent ACL, respectively (Solomonow and Krogsgaard, 2001). Given the potential role of the knee muscles to prevent excessive translational movement and protect ligamentous structures, it would be valuable to quantify each muscle’s individual translational stiffness ($K_T$) and the total muscular $K_T$ at the knee joint. During various functional tasks, knowledge of total muscular $K_T$ may provide insight as to whether a joint has a high risk of buckling along some DoF. Furthermore, understanding individual muscle contributions to joint $K_T$ may allow clinicians to develop strength conditioning programs that target specific muscles, in order
to increase stiffness along at-risk DoF. Such training paradigms may prove to be useful for both preventing and rehabilitating injuries.

To date, the majority of joint stiffness research has been directed towards joint rotational stiffness ($K_R$) (Bergmark, 1989; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Hogan, 1984), including the $K_R$ of individual muscles (Potvin and Brown, 2005; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012). Potvin and Brown (2005) used an energy approach to derive an equation to calculate individual muscle $K_R$ about a joint axis that requires, as inputs, the orientation of each muscle relative to the joint, and the muscle force and stiffness acting along their lines of action. However, much less attention has been paid towards mathematically estimating both the individual and total muscular $K_T$. In 2003, Oosterom et al., developed a model that determined the $K_T$ of a glenohumeral joint, which included the articular geometry of the glenoid fossa and a lumped, resultant muscle force. However, given the model’s simplified muscle definition and two-dimensional nature, it would not account for an individual muscle’s ability to store elastic energy given a three-dimensional orientation. To our knowledge, there is not an equation in the literature that allows for the direct calculation of an individual muscle’s $K_T$, given its mechanical properties and three-dimensional orientation.

Equations that estimate each muscle’s contribution to joint stiffness require subject tailored inputs. It is presumed that a muscle’s contribution to $K_T$ is dependent on muscle line-of-action, force, and linear stiffness. SIMM is a widely used and accessible software package that contains the lower extremity model of Delp et al. (1990). However, muscle line-of-action data, more specifically the insertion and origin coordinates, in this
knee model are from a limited number of cadavers, obtained from the work of Brand et al. (1982). Given the low number of subjects and high inter-subject differences in the Brand et al. (1982) study, uncertainty would be present in the reported musculotendon coordinates. Further uncertainty exists in knee muscle force, modelled proportionally to cross-sectional area (CSA), and linear muscle stiffness, which have average coefficients of variation of 38 % (Ward et al., 2009) and 19 % (Cannon and Zahalak, 1982), respectively. Given the variability of muscle line of action, force and linear stiffness values, it would be useful to quantify their effect on K_T calculations.

The purposes of this paper are fourfold: 1) to derive a general equation to calculate an individual muscle’s K_T, 2) to validate the use of this equation integrated with the Delp et al. (1990) knee model to calculate K_T, 3) to estimate individual knee muscle and total knee muscular K_T along three orthogonal axes in two postures, and 4) to perform a sensitivity analysis on the variables within the K_T equation.

2.3 – METHODS

Individual Muscle Translational Stiffness: Equation Development

Using an energy approach (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996), the elastic energy stored in a musculotendon is:

\[ u_i = f_i \delta l_i + \frac{1}{2} k_i \delta l_i^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1),

where \( u_i \) is the energy stored (J), \( f_i \) is the force (N), \( \delta l_i \) is the change in the length (mm), and \( k_i \) is the stiffness along its line-of-action (N/mm). This stiffness can be estimated from

\[ k_i = q \frac{f_i}{L} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2),
where \( q \) is a dimensionless proportionality constant relating muscle force and fiber length (\( L \)) to the lumped stiffness of the tendon and muscle fibers (Bergmark, 1989). We used muscle fiber length to estimate \( q \), similar to Crisco III and Panjabi (1989), so that we could use the \( q \)-value they obtained from a meta-analysis. It would be, however, ideal to obtain separate estimates of muscle fiber and tendon stiffness. In order to determine the change in muscle length, the length prior to and following a perturbation must be defined. Complementing Figure 2.1, fixed muscle coordinates will be denoted as \((A_x, A_y, A_z)\), and non-fixed muscle coordinates prior to and following a virtual displacement along the \( x \)-axis will be denoted as \((B_x, B_y, B_z)\) and \((B_x+\delta x, B_y, B_z)\), respectively. A virtual displacement is an infinitesimal positional change with time held constant. The change in muscle length from an initial \( (l_0) \) to perturbed \( (l_i) \) position is

\[
\delta l = l_i - l_0 \\
= [(B_x + \delta x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2]^{1/2} \\
-[(B_x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2]^{1/2} \tag{3}
\]

By substituting (2) and (3) into (1), we obtain a function that describes the instantaneous energy stored in a muscle. The instantaneous translational stiffness of an individual muscle can be calculated by taking the second derivative of energy with respect to generalized coordinates. Following the appropriate substitutions listed above, equation (1) was approximated with a second order Maclaurin series, double differentiated with respect to \( x \), and simplified to obtain

\[
K_{Tx} = \frac{d^2U}{dx^2} \\
= f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right] \tag{4}
\]
where $K_{T_x}$ is the instantaneous translational stiffness ($N/m$) along the $x$-axis. The same approach was used to calculate an individual muscle’s stiffness along the $y$- and $z$-axes, which are, respectively,

$$K_{T_y} = f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_y - B_y)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_y - B_y)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right]$$

(5)

and

$$K_{T_z} = f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_z - B_z)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_z - B_z)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right]$$

(6).

Equations (4-6) represent the main diagonal of a stiffness tensor; which does not include interactions between DoF. The above methodology represents the short-range stiffness of the musculotendon unit (Gardner-Morse et al., 1995; Potvin and Brown, 2005). We refer the reader to Appendix A for a more detailed representation of these calculations.

**Figure 2.1:** Musculotendon coordinates of the insertion or node before $(B_x, B_y, B_z)$ and after $(B_x + \delta x, B_y, B_z)$ an infinitesimal perturbation $(\delta x)$ along the $x$-axis. The $(A_x, A_y, A_z)$ coordinates represent the origin of the muscle. Coordinates are taken from the joint center $(0,0,0)$. $l_0$ and $l_1$ are the muscle length before and following the perturbation.
Calculation of Individual and Total Knee Muscular Translational Stiffness

To calculate a muscle’s instantaneous $K_T$, it is necessary to know muscle line-of-action, force, and linear stiffness. We used the knee model of Delp et al. (1990) to determine the line-of-action of thirteen muscles for various postures. Since the Delp et al. (1990) knee model outputs muscle line-of-action as musculotendon coordinates (origin, insertion, and nodes), tendon length ($TL$), and pennation angle ($\theta$), $L$ was determined from the following formula:

$$L = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} [(x_{i+1} - x_i)^2 + (y_{i+1} - y_i)^2 + (z_{i+1} - z_i)^2]^{1/2} \right] - TL \cdot \cos(\theta)^{-1} \ (	ext{7}),$$

where $n$ is the number of musculotendon coordinates, with $i$ and $i+1$ being a particular and an adjacent musculotendon coordinate, respectively. Similar to Arnold et al. (2010), cross-sectional area values from Ward et al. (2009) were used to estimate the force capability of individual muscles, assuming a muscle stress ($22.5 \text{ N/cm}^2$) that matches experimental values (Powell et al., 1984; Arnold et al., 2010). Muscle forces were modeled as described by Zajak (1989) and Delp et al. (1990). We used an average $q$ (10) reported from a meta-analysis, which also found the value can range from 0.5 to 42 (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991).

Individual muscle $K_T$ along the $x$-, $y$-, and $z$-axes, corresponding to the anterior-posterior (AP), superior-inferior (SI), and medial-lateral (ML) directions (tibial reference frame), were calculated using equations (4-6), respectively. Our coordinate system follows the International Society of Biomechanics recommendations (Wu and Cavanagh, 1995). To calculate the total muscular $K_T$ along an axis, we summed each individual
muscle’s $K_T$ along that particular DoF. Individual muscle $K_T$ will be reported in relative terms, where a muscle's $K_T$ is divided by the total muscular $K_T$ for the same DoF and multiplied by 100.

*Comparing Estimates of Total Knee Muscular Translational Stiffness to Experimental Data*

To validate the use of inputs from the Delp et al. (1990) model, into the developed equations, we compared our calculations to the experimental work of Wojtys et al. (2002). In their study, knee $K_T$ along the AP axis was measured by dividing the anteriorly directed shearing force applied to the tibia, by its translational displacement. This was performed with the participants’ knee flexed 30° and muscles in both a relaxed and a heavily contracted state. The muscular AP $K_T$ in males was calculated by subtracting their relaxed from their contracted stiffness, and was found to be 52.2 N/mm. To match these experimental conditions, we modelled muscle forces proportionally to the muscle activations (Cashaback and Potvin, 2012) they reported, set the Delp et al. (1990) model to 30° of knee flexion, and removed passive muscle force contributions. We then calculated the total muscular $K_T$ along the AP axis using the procedure described above.

*Maximum Individual and Total Knee Muscular Translation Stiffness Estimates*

Estimating the maximal $K_T$ of a joint and each muscle’s contribution to that stiffness can, respectively, provide insight into potentially less stable postures and the potential of each muscle to stabilize the joint. Maximal individual and total knee muscular $K_T$ stiffness was estimated at 0° and 90° of knee flexion, with the hip and ankle placed at the neutral position for each pose. We chose these postures because the ACL is more susceptible to
injury near full extension (Yu and Garrett, 2007) and anterior drawer tests are performed with 90° of knee flexion. To estimate the theoretical maximum stiffness potential of a muscle, it was assumed that the muscles were fully activated (Brown and Potvin, 2007). For both postures, we calculated the individual and total knee $K_T$ along each of the three orthogonal DoF, using the methodology stated above.

**Sensitivity Analysis: Influence of Variable Inputs on Each Degree of Freedom**

Error propagation analysis (Coleman and Steele, 1999; Chapra and Canale, 2010) was performed to examine the influence of variable uncertainty on muscle $K_T$ estimates. For each translational DoF, we estimated total muscular $K_T$ standard deviations (SD) from the partial derivatives of equations (4-6) with respect to inputted variables, and each variable’s SD. Since these equations are functions of the same variables ($f_i, q, A_x, A_y, A_z, B_x, B_y, B_z, TL, \& \theta$), the general form of calculating the SD of muscle stiffness contributions for any DoF is

$$
\sigma_{K_i} = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial K_i}{\partial F_j} \cdot \sigma_F \right)_j^2 + \left( \frac{\partial K_i}{\partial q_j} \cdot \sigma_q \right)_j^2 + \cdots + \left( \frac{\partial K_i}{\partial \theta_j} \cdot \sigma_\theta \right)_j^2}
$$

where $i$ represents a specific DoF, $j$ a particular muscle, $n$ the number of muscles, and $\sigma$ the SD of a variable. In addition to each variable’s SD, eq. (8) and (9) were evaluated with the same values used in equations (4-6). It should be noted that this metric does not account for covariance between variables, which would likely affect muscle stiffness SD estimates. However, to our knowledge, these covariances are not presented in the literature. Muscle coordinate SDs were weighted averaged from Brand et al. (1982) and Duda et al. (1996), and used for each muscle ($\sigma_{Ax} = \sigma_{Bx} = 8.7 \text{ mm, } \sigma_{Ay} = \sigma_{By} = 21.9 \text{ mm}$,
and $\alpha_{d2} = \sigma_{b2} = 10.8 \text{ mm}$. Since $TL$ is an optimized measure in the Delp et al. knee model (1990), $\sigma_{TL}$ was set to zero; thus treating $TL$ as a constant for each muscle. Additionally, only the tibial insertion and next proximal musculotendon coordinates were included as independent variables in the sensitivity analysis since they have a larger influence on stiffness estimates, whereas the remaining coordinates were treated as constants. Force and pennation angle SDs for each muscle were obtained from Ward et al. (2009). Cannon and Zahalak (1982) found, during very small oscillatory perturbations, that the coefficient of variation for linear muscle stiffness was 19.0 %, which we applied to a $q$ of 10 ($\sigma_q = 1.9$). Once all the $\sigma_{Ki}$ were calculated, the relative contribution of a variable (e.g. $F$) to a DoF’s variance ($\sigma_{Ki}^2$) was determined with

$$\sigma_{V}^2(\%) = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\partial K_i}{\partial V_j} \cdot \sigma_{V_j} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \sigma_{K_i}^{-2} \cdot 100 \quad (9).$$

Here, $\sigma_{V_j}^2$ is a particular variable’s percentage contribution to $\sigma_{Ki}^2$, and i, j, and n have the same representation as in equation (8). For a detailed sample of the partial derivatives, see Appendix B.

### 2.4 – RESULTS

*Estimated Total Muscular Translation Stiffness Compared to Experimental Data*

By replicating the conditions found in the Wojtys et al. (2002) experiment, and using the Delp et al. (1990) knee model as inputs into our derived equation, we obtained an AP $K_T$ of 44.0 $N/mm$. Given independent variable uncertainties from the Delp et al. (1990) knee model, the sensitivity analysis estimated that the standard deviation of AP $K_T$ estimates was $\pm 22.6 \text{ N/mm}$. 
Maximal Total Knee Muscular Translational Stiffness.

The tibial SI-axis had the greatest total joint $K_T$ at both $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ of knee flexion (Figure 2.2). SI $K_T$ was 86.4 % greater at $0^\circ$ relative to $90^\circ$. $K_T$ along the AP and ML axes was greater at $90^\circ$ of knee flexion, by 47.5 % and 45.9 %, respectively.

Figure 2.2: Joint translation stiffness for the three orthogonal axes of the knee joint at $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ of knee flexion. The upper error bars represent the calculated standard deviation, from the sensitivity analysis, due to inputted variable uncertainty. The lower error bars exclude the uncertainty from pennation angle in order to demonstrate their large influence when estimating translational stiffness.
Relative Individual Muscle Contributions to Maximal Total Knee Muscular Translational Stiffness

For the relative contribution of each muscle, to the total knee muscular $K_T$ at $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ of knee flexion, refer to Figures 2.3a and 2.3b, respectively. At $0^\circ$ of knee flexion, the extensor muscles (i.e. the quadriceps) combined to provide the greatest total muscular $K_T$ along the AP (61.1 %), SI (38.8 %) and ML (52.0 %) axes, compared to the combined gastrocnemius muscle group and the combined flexor muscle group (excluding the gastrocnemius muscles). At $90^\circ$ of knee flexion, the extensors provided over 70 % of total muscular $K_T$ along all axes. In this position, SM, BFL, and GM generated no force due to their position on the force-length curve (shorter than 40 % of optimal muscle length), and thus had no stiffness contribution.
Figure 2.3: Individual muscle contributions (%) to total muscular translational stiffness at (a) 0° and (b) 90° of knee flexion along the anterior/posterior (AP), superior/inferior (SI), and medial/lateral (ML) directions. The following muscles are included: vastus lateralis (VL), intermedius (VI), and medialis (VM), rectus femoris (RF), semimembranosus (SM), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris long (BFL) and short (BFS), sartorius (SA), tensor fascia latae (TFL), gracilis (GR), and gastrocnemius lateral (LG) and medial (MG).
Maximal Translational Stiffness Sensitivity Analysis

For the three translational DoF in both postures, the estimated muscle $K_T$ SD values are represented as the upper error bars in Figure 2.2 (lower error bars exclude $\sigma_\theta$). For each variable’s percent contribution to a DoF’s total variance, refer to Table 1. The sensitivity analysis revealed that total muscle SI $K_T$ was greatly influenced by pennation angle, while AP and ML stiffnesses were sensitive to muscle line-of-action uncertainties. Along the tibial SI-axis, pennation angle accounted for 86.0 % and 94.3 % of the variance at 0° and 90° of knee flexion, respectively. At 0°, the lumped muscle line-of-action uncertainty accounted for 32.3 % and 81.2 % of the total variance along the AP and ML axes, respectively. At 90°, lumped muscle line-of-action uncertainty provided 52.6 % and 62.1 % of the total variance along the same axes. SI coordinate uncertainties (i.e. $A_y$ and $B_y$) had the largest affect of the muscle line-of-action along the ML and AP axes (see Table 2.1). From all combinations of posture and DoF, the proportion of variance provided by muscle force ranged from 3.3 % to 37.7 %, while $q$ contributions to variance ranged from 0.0 % to 1.5 %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axis</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>$A_x$</th>
<th>$A_y$</th>
<th>$A_z$</th>
<th>$B_x$</th>
<th>$B_y$</th>
<th>$B_z$</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0° Flexion</td>
<td>Anterior/Posterior</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior/Inferior</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial/Lateral</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90° Flexion</td>
<td>Anterior/Posterior</td>
<td>28.7%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior/Inferior</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial/Lateral</td>
<td>37.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: The relative contribution (%) of each input to estimated total knee joint translational stiffness variance for each axis and posture
2.5 – DISCUSSION

A muscle’s translational stiffness ($K_T$) is dependent on muscle orientation, force, and stiffness along its line-of-action. We observed that the derived $K_T$ equations (4-6) are similar to the $K_R$ equation derived by Potvin and Brown (2005), and they differ only by their coordinate inputs. More specifically, $K_T$ is largely determined from the squared projection of $l_0$ over an axis (e.g. $B_X - A_X$; when along the $x$-axis); while $K_R$ is more influenced by the off-axis musculotendon coordinates (e.g. $A_y, A_z, B_y, B_z$; when about the $x$-axis) that contribute to moment arm calculations.

The derived equations can be easily implemented with both optimization and electromyography-driven musculoskeletal models that estimate muscle force and muscular orientation. This would allow for muscular $K_T$ estimates in either functional or theoretical tasks. Knowledge of total and individual joint $K_T$ may, respectively, help to identify DoF susceptible to buckling and facilitate improved stability along these DoF by training specific muscles. While we performed analyses with these equations on the knee, they would be applicable to any joint that is dependent on musculature to prevent excessive translational displacement and/or protect passive structures.

The muscular AP $K_T$ found by Wojtys et al. (2002) ($52.2 \, N/mm$) is close to our estimated $K_T$ value ($44.0 \pm 22.6 \, N/mm$) and well within our calculated variability given input uncertainties. This indicates that the Delp et al. (1990) knee model can be combined with our equation to accurately estimate knee muscular $K_T$ in the tested condition. Further experimental work would be beneficial to justify using the Delp et al. (1990) model to predict $K_T$ for the SI and ML axes, as well as the $K_T$ at greater knee flexion angles where
the passive muscle fiber forces become more influential. Nevertheless, our estimates did closely match experimental measurement.

For the knee, muscular $K_T$ is arguably most important along the tibial AP-axis due to its role in protecting ligaments along this DoF. The ACL resists anterior tibial translations (Fleming et al., 2001), has a high rate of injury (Lo et al., 2008), and its susceptibility to excess strain is dependent on posture, external forces, AP shear forces from muscle, joint congruency, and muscle stiffness. The anteromedial bundle of the ACL increases in length and strain with increased knee flexion (Crowninshield et al., 1976; Amis and Dawkins, 1991). In contrast, the posterolateral ACL bundle is at its greatest length and strain near full extension (Crowninshield et al., 1976; Amis and Dawkins, 1991), where the ACL is most susceptible to tearing (Yu and Garrett, 2007). We found that, along the AP direction, the knee has less potential total muscular $K_T$ at 0° than 90° of knee flexion. This may partially explain increased rates of ACL injury at smaller flexion angles. Since muscle activations were at maximal force capacity, differences in muscle $K_T$ between the two postures are due only to muscle line-of-action and the location of normalized muscle lengths on the active and passive force-length curves. The quadriceps and gastrocnemius, combined, accounted for the majority of $K_T$ at 0° and 90° of knee flexion, respectively, while the other knee flexor muscles accounted for the remaining percentages for the same postures. Since force is a major determinant in $K_T$ calculations, the relatively low flexor contribution to stiffness is largely due to the flexors representing less than 25% of the net force generating capacity of the musculature crossing the knee. However, despite the flexors having less $K_T$ potential along the tibial
AP-axis, they do advantageously create a posterior shear force and promote knee flexion; both of which reduce strain borne by the ACL (Fleming et al., 1993). At 0°, where the ACL is more prone to injury, the quadriceps muscle groups are capable of producing more stiffness than the flexors; but, in contrast to the flexors, they create an anterior shear force that strains the ACL (Kellis and Baltzopoulos, 1999; Shelburne et al., 2004). It is important to consider that muscles can stabilize the AP direction through increased activation and linear stiffness, but they may also concurrently increase or decrease stress on the ACL during movement.

Muscular $K_T$ along the tibial SI-axis would preserve articular congruency by resisting the separation of the tibial plateau and femoral condyles. Both AP $K_T$ (Torzilli et al., 1994; Yack et al., 1994) and valgus/varus rotational stiffness (Olmstead et al., 1986) are influenced by articular congruency. Joint compression increases articular congruency, which is dependent on the radii of curvature of the femoral condyles and the concavity/convexity of the tibial plateau (Hashemi et al., 2008; 2010). The results from Yack et al. (1994) and Torzilli et al. (1994) demonstrate that a compressive load and quadriceps activity, independently or in combination, increase the knee’s anterior shear stiffness. Neural drive to muscles would serve the following purposes in the SI direction: 1) increase compressive forces allowing for greater articular congruency and 2) preserve congruency through SI $K_T$ contributions. These factors increase $K_T$ in the AP direction. We found at 0° of knee flexion that the total muscular SI $K_T$ was balanced within the extensors, flexors, and gastrocnemius muscle groups. This suggests that, at smaller flexion angles where the ACL is more prone to injury, all the major muscle groups could
indirectly increase AP stiffness by also increasing and preserving joint congruency via muscular compressive forces and SI $K_T$, respectively. However, we are unaware of any work that explores the role of the hamstrings or gastrocnemius groups in this capacity.

Muscular ML $K_T$ was lower than the other two axes for both postures, and was greater at 90° than at 0° of knee flexion. Similar to the tibial AP-axis, SI force and stiffness may provide and preserve tibial ML stiffness, respectively.

The error propagation analysis revealed that the derived equations are sensitive to input uncertainty. In particular, accounting for individual differences in pennation angle and muscle line-of-action would greatly improve $K_T$ estimates. Pennation angle uncertainty accounted for over 85% of the total SI $K_T$ variability for both postures (Figure 2.2). The partial derivative that determines the influence of pennation angle ($\frac{\partial K_T}{\partial \theta} \cdot \sigma_\theta$), found in equations (8, 9), showed that muscles with large force generating capacity, pennation angle, and pennation angle SD were the greatest contributors to SI $K_T$ variance. Muscle line-of-action uncertainties, especially SI coordinates (e.g. $A_y$ and $B_y$), were responsible for much of the variability in the AP and ML axes. Changes in SI musculotendon coordinates, within the reported variability ranges, can significantly change the proportion of the muscle projected over the ML and AP axes. Pennation angle and coordinate uncertainty can be reduced through the use of ultrasound (Rutherford and Jones, 1992). This may be useful if a higher degree of accuracy for estimating muscular $K_T$ is desired, beyond that which general musculoskeletal models can provide. For instance, knowledge of $K_T$ in individuals susceptible to ACL tears, such as female basketball players (Renstrom et al., 2008), may inform specific training paradigms to
reduce the risk of injury. Reducing input uncertainty will allow clinicians and researchers
to more accurately estimate the role of each muscle in providing stiffness for a particular
DoF.

Muscle force and $q$ had a small influence on estimated $K_T$ variability. Since
muscle force is modelled linearly with stiffness, its direct influence on $K_T$ (i.e. $\partial K_T/\partial f_i$)
does not have a force component. This partial derivative typically yielded small values,
thus force uncertainty had a small contribution to overall $K_T$ variability and a similar
result was found for $q$.

Future joint $K_T$ research should validate whether various musculoskeletal models
can accurately calculate individual, and overall, muscular $K_T$ in a variety of postures and
experimental conditions. In regards to our developed equation, $q$ is currently used to
estimate the stiffness ($k$) along a musculotendon’s line of action. The mean value of 10
reported from a meta-analysis (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991) relates the muscle force and
length to the lumped stiffness of the tendon and muscle fibers. This relationship is
extensively used for joint rotational stiffness calculations (Bergmark, 1989; Gardner-
Morse et al., 1995; Potvin and Brown, 2005; Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2008; Cashaback
and Potvin, 2012). However, the relationship between force and stiffness is not always
linear as equation (2) dictates, particularly at lower levels of force (Cholewicki and
McGill, 1995). A suitable alternative, that would include the nonlinearities between the
muscle force and stiffness, would be the distribution-moment approximation model
(Zahalak, 1981; Ma and Zahalak, 1991). We have replicated this model, which involves
numerically solving four, coupled differential equations, and our future work will further
explore the relationship between musculotendon force and stiffness. For the sensitivity analysis, it would have been interesting to examine the affects of variable covariance, but we were unable to find these values in the literature. Further, since the musculotendon coordinates from the Delp et al. (1990) model come from a very limited number of cadavers, we used the average SD from all muscles to increase statistical power. Since the equations were sensitive to musculotendon uncertainties, it would be valuable to have valid, individual musculotendon coordinate SDs.

In summary, we derived an equation that allows researchers to calculate muscular translational stiffness. It was found that a muscle’s squared projection over an axis, length, force, and linear stiffness largely determines its $K_T$. With our equation, using inputs from the Delp et al. (1990) model, we were able to obtain similar results to experimental data. To further demonstrate the utility of this method, we predicted the total and individual muscular $K_T$, in a theoretical scenario, to provide physiological insight into knee stability. Our sensitivity analysis revealed that knee muscular $K_T$ calculations are most sensitive to pennation angle and muscle line-of-action coordinate uncertainty. However, their effects would be circumvented by increased input accuracy. The developed equations in this paper can be used to calculate individual and total muscular translational stiffness for any joint.
2.6 – APPENDIX A

The expanded form of eq. (1) with the appropriate substitutions is

\[ u(x)_i = f_i((B_x + \delta x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2)^{1/2} \]
\[ -((B_x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2)^{1/2} \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} k_i ((B_x + \delta x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2)^{1/2} \]
\[ -((B_x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2)^{1/2} \] (A.1).

The second order Maclaurin series of eq. (A.1) yeilds

\[ u(x)_i = -[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2} \]
\[ + f_i[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2} \]
\[ - f_i \left[ \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2}} \right] x \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} f_i \left[ \frac{1}{[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2}} \right] x^2 \]
\[ - \frac{1}{2} f_i \left[ \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{3/2}} \right] x^2 \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} f_i \left[ \frac{k_i(A_x - B_x)^2}{[(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]} \right] x^2 \] (A.2),

which can be simplified to obtain

\[ u(x)_i = f_i l_0 - l_0 \]
\[ - f_i \left[ \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0} \right] x \]
\[ + \frac{1}{2} f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0} \right] x^2 \] (A.3).

The instantaneous translational stiffness along the x-axis can be found by taking the second derivative of eq. (A.3) w.r.t. x, which equates to

\[ K_{Tx} = \frac{d^2 u(x)_i}{dx^2} \]
\[ = f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right] \] (A.4).
2.7 – APPENDIX B

The following are sample calculations of the partial derivatives of \( K_T \) along the \( x \)-axis w.r.t. inputted variables. For brevity, we will present the case with no nodes. The translational stiffness along the \( x \)-axis is

\[
K_{Tx} = f_i \left[ \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right] \quad (B.1),
\]

which is a function of \( f_i, q, A_x, A_y, A_z, B_x, B_y, B_z, TL, \) and \( \theta_i \). Thus, the partial derivatives of \( K_{Tx} \) are as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial f_i} = \frac{1}{l_0} - \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3} + \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \quad (B.2),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial q} = f_i \left[ \frac{(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^2} \right] \quad (B.3),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial A_x} = -\frac{3f_i(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} + \frac{3f_i(B_x - A_x)}{l_0^3} + \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4}
- \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)l_0^3}{L \cdot l_0^2} + \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.4),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial A_y} = -\frac{3f_i(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} + \frac{f_i(B_y - A_y)}{l_0^3} + \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4}
+ \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.5),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial A_z} = -\frac{3f_i(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} + \frac{f_i(B_z - A_z)}{l_0^3} + \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4}
+ \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.6),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial K_{Tx}}{\partial B_x} = \frac{3f_i(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} - \frac{3f_i(B_x - A_x)}{l_0^3} - \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4}
- \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)}{L \cdot l_0^2} - \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_x - A_x)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.7),
\]
\[
\frac{\partial K_{T_x}}{\partial B_y} = \frac{3f_i(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} - \frac{f_i(B_y - A_y)}{l_0^3} - \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4} \]
\[
- \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_y - A_y)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.8),
\]
\[
\frac{\partial K_{T_x}}{\partial B_z} = \frac{3f_i(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^5} - \frac{f_i(B_z - A_z)}{l_0^3} - \frac{2f_i \cdot q(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{L \cdot l_0^4} \]
\[
- \frac{f_i \cdot q(B_z - A_z)(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^3(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \quad (B.9),
\]
\[
\frac{\partial K_{T_x}}{\partial TL} = f_i \left[ \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^2(l_0 - TL)^2 \cdot \cos(\theta_i)^{-1}} \right] \quad (B.10),
\]
\[
\frac{\partial K_{T_x}}{\partial \theta} = -f_i \left[ \frac{q(A_x - B_x)^2}{l_0^2(l_0 - TL) \cdot \sin(\theta_i)^{-1}} \right] \quad (B.11).
\]
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3.1 – ABSTACT

Major joints, such as the knee, shoulder, and spine, can buckle along the translational degrees-of-freedom (DoF), causing injury to ligaments and other passive tissues. Despite this, stability and impedance analyses have focused primarily on the rotational DoF. As such, mathematical models quantifying musculotendon translational stiffnesses remain limited and, to our knowledge, there is not any published work that explicitly describes the interactions between DoF. Using an energy approach, we derived a six DoF stiffness tensor and provided the necessary equations needed to quantify the musculotendon stiffness of any joint. Using a knee model, we then compared the derived stiffness tensor against two commonly used measures: one that excludes translational DoF and another that excludes interactions between DoF. We found that both of these measures had large over-estimations of stiffness, particularly for the rotational DoF, compared to our derived tensor. These findings indicate the previous analyses may have found rotational DoF to be stable when they were unstable.
3.2 – INTRODUCTION

Both joint stability (Bergmark, 1989; Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Potvin and Brown, 2005) and joint impedance (Hogan, 1984; Lee et al., 2011) analyses depend on the quantification of joint stiffness. Although, all human joints have six-degrees-of-freedom (DoF)—three rotational and three translational, almost all research implementing these analyses have focused solely on the rotational DoF and do not include the translational DoF. Without any loading, the knee, shoulder, and spine translate an average of 8.7 mm (Walker et al., 1988), 1.9 mm (Graichen et al., 2000), and 1.4 mm (Boden and Wiesel, 1990), respectively, during passive motion. With larger shearing forces, these joints can translate much further, potentially causing passive tissue damage or joint dislocation (Fleming et al., 1993; Lippitt et al., 2003; Howarth, 2011). Despite strong empirical evidence suggesting that muscles can provide joint stiffness and prevent translational motion (Hirokawa et al., 1991), there have been limited attempts to quantify muscular translational stiffness (Oosteram, 2003; Cashaback et al., 2013). Furthermore, while mathematical models have included interactions between rotational DoF (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996), we are unaware of any work that explicitly defines the interactions between DoF. Given the importance of joint stability, further work is needed to rigorously define the musculotendon stiffness matrix (i.e. stiffness tensor) for all six DoF.

In this short communication, we derive the explicit equations for a tensor that can be used to quantify the musculotendon joint stiffness. Using the knee joint as an example, we will demonstrate the importance of including all six DoF and their interactions when
quantifying musculotendon joint stiffness, by comparing the results to previous analysis methods.

3.3 – METHODS

By modeling an individual musculotendon unit as a spring, we can define its energy storage (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996) as:

\[ u_i = f_i \delta l_i + \frac{1}{2} k_i \delta l_i^2 \]  

(1)

where \( k_i, f_i, u_i, \) and \( \delta l_i \) represent some individual musculotendon’s short-range stiffness (N/mm), force (N), stored elastic energy (J) and change in length, respectively, along its line-of-action (LoA). To determine \( \delta l_i \), we must geometrically define the muscle length prior to \( (l_0) \) and following \( (l_f) \) a virtual displacement, which is an infinitesimal positional change with time held constant. Figures 3.1a and 3.1b respectively show a pure translational and rotational displacement of a muscle coordinate \((A;\) insertion) to a new position \((A')\), relative to muscle coordinate \((B;\) proximal node).
Figures 3.1: Coordinate A is moved to a new position, A’, following (a) an infinitesimal translational perturbation (\(\delta x\)) along the x-axis and (b) an infinitesimal rotational perturbation (\(\delta \theta\)), approximated with the tangential vector \(\mathbf{s}\), about the z-axis. The origin, O, represents the instantaneous joint center-of-rotation. In (b), note the difference between the arc circle and tangent \(\mathbf{s}\), from point A to A’, is indistinguishable (i.e., \(\delta \theta \cdot \overline{OA} \approx \delta \alpha\)). The change in muscle length (\(\delta l\)) from the original (\(l_0\)) to perturbed position (\(l_1\)) causes storage (or release) of elastic energy.

For the example shown in Figure 3.1a, the coordinate A’ can be calculated as the original muscle coordinate A (\(A_x, A_y, A_z\)) plus a translation (x) along the x-axis. This can be summarized in parametric form as \(A'_x, A'_y, A'_z = (A_x + x, A_y, A_z) = (A_x, A_y, A_z) + (x, 0, 0)\). For the pure rotational virtual displacement, it is sufficient to assume that the movement from A to A’ is linear and tangential to the path of the circle arc (Figure 3.1b). Furthermore, it is sufficient to assume the virtual distances travelled along the tangent and circle arc are equal in magnitude (i.e. \(\delta \theta \cdot \overline{OA} \approx \delta \alpha\)). To define \(\mathbf{s}\), we take the cross product of vectors \(\overline{OA}\) and \(\overline{z}\), where \(\overline{z} (0, 0, 1)\) is a standard basis vector along the z-axis,
and then add $\overline{OA}$. The cross product $(\overline{OA} \times \vec{z})$, whose ordering conforms to the ‘right-hand-rule’ convention, creates a vector that is perpendicular to both $\overline{OA}$ and $\vec{z}$. For Figure 3.1b, we now define the virtual rotation from point $A$ to $A'$, in parametric form, as $(A'_x, A'_y, A'_z) = (A_x + A_y \cdot \alpha, A_y - A_x \cdot \alpha, A_z) = (A_x, A_y, A_z) + \alpha(\overline{OA} \times \vec{z})$. Here, $\alpha$ represents the displacement magnitude along vector $\vec{s}$. It is easy to combine both of these pure movements and extend these concepts to include additional, orthogonal DoF. The hyperplane equations, in compact (Eq. 2) and expanded (Eq. 3a, 3b, and 3c) parametric form, that accounts for the 6DoF virtual displacement—three translational and three rotational—of any point, are

$$(A'_x, A'_y, A'_z) = (A_x, A_y, A_z) + (x, y, z) + \gamma(\overline{OB} \times \vec{x}) + \beta(\overline{OB} \times \vec{y}) + \alpha(\overline{OB} \times \vec{z})$$

(2)

and

$$A'_x = A_x + x + 0 \cdot \gamma - A_z \cdot \beta + A_y \cdot \alpha \quad (3a)$$

$$A'_y = A_y + y + A_z \cdot \gamma + 0 \cdot \beta - A_x \cdot \alpha \quad (3b)$$

$$A'_z = A_z + z - A_y \cdot \gamma + A_x \cdot \beta + 0 \cdot \alpha \quad (3c),$$

respectively. In eq. (2) and (3), $x$ (anterior/posterior), $y$ (superior/inferior), $z$ (medial/lateral), and $\gamma$ (valgus/varus), $\beta$ (axial), $\alpha$ (flexion/extension) represent the movement, for small displacements, along and about the $x$-, $y$-, $z$-axes, respectively. This follows the international society of biomechanics convention for larger, finite movements (Wu and Cavanagh, 1995). Now that we have explicitly defined the 6DoF virtual movement of any point, we can use eq. (2) or (3) to determine a change in muscle length following a virtual displacement as
\[
\delta l_i = l_1 - l_0 \\
= [(A'_x - B_x)^2 + (A'_y - B_y)^2 + (A'_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2} \\
- [(A_x - B_x)^2 + (A_y - B_y)^2 + (A_z - B_z)^2]^{1/2}
\] (4).

By inserting eq. (4) into (1), we now have an equation that computes the instantaneous \(u_i(f, k, x, y, z, \gamma, \beta, \alpha)\) in a muscle following a virtual perturbation along any of the 6DoF.

The first and second-order partial derivatives of \(u_i(f, k, x, y, z, \gamma, \beta, \alpha)\), with respect to generalized coordinates \((x, y, z, \gamma, \beta, \alpha)\), have important, physical properties. The first-order partial derivatives, Maclaurin series approximated, form

\[
J(u)_i = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial \gamma} & \frac{\partial u}{\partial \beta} & \frac{\partial u}{\partial \alpha} & \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial u}{\partial z}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5),

where \(J(u)_i\) is the Jacobian matrix of some musculotendon. The first three terms of \(J(u)_i\) are some musculotendon’s moment (Nm) about the x-y-z axes, while the last three terms represent its force (N) along these axes. Performing the second-order partial derivatives, Maclaurin series approximated, yields the following Hessian matrix:
where $H(u)_i$ is the symmetric stiffness tensor of some musculotendon. All the equations for the first and second order partial derivatives, found in matrices $J(u)_i$ and $H(u)_i$, are presented in Appendix A.

The musculotendon moment and force of a joint is simply found by summing the individual $J(u)_i$, such that

$$J(U) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} J(u)_i$$

$$= \begin{bmatrix} M_x & M_y & M_z & F_x & F_y & F_z \end{bmatrix} \quad (7),$$

where $J(U)$ contains the musculotendon moments ($M_{x,y,z}$) and forces ($F_{x,y,z}$) of a joint, $i$ is some musculotendon, and $n$ is the total number of musculotendon units. Similarly, we find the musculotendon joint stiffness by

$$H(U) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} H(u)_i$$

$$= K \quad (8),$$
where $H(U)$ is the musculotendon joint stiffness tensor ($K$). The principal stiffnesses (PS) of tensor $K$ can be found through singular value decomposition, such that

$$K = U \Sigma V^* \quad (9),$$

where both $U$ and $V^*$ are unitary matrices and $\Sigma$ is a diagonal matrix that contains the PS. Since $K$ is a square, symmetric matrix, the singular values of $\Sigma$ and the columns of $U$ are equivalent to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of $K$, respectively. Singular value decomposition, however, is more numerically stable than eigenvalue decomposition (Soderkvist and Wedin, 1993).

We obtained lower leg musculotendon coordinates and architecture from OpenSim (Musculographics Inc.; Arnold et al., 2010). The model was statically positioned in one of two upright postures: 1) with the knee flexed $0^\circ$ (ankle and hip flexed $0^\circ$), and 2) with the knee flexed $30^\circ$ (ankle and hip flexed $15^\circ$). In each posture we took the $A$ (tibial insertion) and $B$ (proximal node) coordinates of the thirteen musculotendon units that crossed the knee, and transformed them into a tibial reference frame (Wu and Cavanagh, 1995).

To find each musculotendon’s force ($f_i$) and stiffness ($k_i$) along its LoA, we used the distribution-moment approximation (DMA) model (Ma and Zahalak, 1991), incorporated with a nonlinear tendon compliance function and an active muscle force-length relationship from Thelen (2003). Briefly, the DMA-model solves four, coupled differential equations to calculate a muscle’s instantaneous length, stiffness, force, and energy. To demonstrate the derived equations, we theoretically set the neural input of
each musculotendon to maximum \((r = 1)\) (Brown and Potvin, 2007; Cashaback et al., 2013). For more information on the DMA-model, refer to Appendix B.

After \(k_i, f_i, A,\) and \(B\) were defined for each musculotendon, we calculated all the second-order partial derivatives found in eq. (8) to calculate the musculotendon stiffness of the knee (tibiofemoral) joint. We then compared the PS of the full Hessian tensor \((H(U); 6 \times 6\) tensor) against the PS of a tensor with only diagonal terms \((D(U); 6 \times 6\) tensor) and the PS of a tensor with only rotational DoF, including off-diagonal terms \((R(U); 3 \times 3\) tensor). Tensors \(D(U)\) and \(R(U)\) are commonly used in joint stability and impedance analyses (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Stroeve, 1999; Potvin and Brown, 2005; Franklin et al., 2007; Brown and Graham, 2012; Pfeifer et al. 2012; Cashaback et al., 2013). For display purposes, we will match each of the PS to the DoF they had the greatest projection over.

### 3.4 – RESULTS

At 0° of knee flexion, tensors \(D(U)\) and \(R(U)\) both over-predicted the rotational PS by an average of 125.9% and 110.3%, respectively, when compared to \(H(U)\) (Figure 3.2a). In this posture, the translational PS were comparable between \(H(U)\) and \(D(U)\). At 30° of knee flexion, relative to \(H(U), D(U)\) and \(R(U)\) over-predicted the rotational PS in all axes by an average of 104.2% and 100.1%, respectively (Figure 3.2b). For this posture, the translational PS of \(D(U)\) were again comparable to \(H(U)\). The average projection of each PS over their corresponding axes were 0.97, 1.0, and 0.97 for \(H(U), D(U),\) and \(R(U),\) respectively.
Figure 3.2: The rotational (Nm/deg) and translational (N/mm) stiffnesses of the Hessian: $H(U)$, Diagonal: $D(U)$ and Rotational: $R(U)$ matrices, for each of the six degrees-of-freedom, are shown when the knee is flexed at (a) 0° and (b) 30°. The symbols $x$, $y$, $z$, $\gamma$, $\beta$, and $\alpha$, respectively, correspond to the anterior-posterior, superior-inferior, medial-lateral, valgus-varus, axial, and flexion-extension degrees-of-freedom of the knee. The dashed black line separates the rotational and translational DoF, so they correspond to the y-axes on the left and right, respectively. The rotational stiffnesses have been scaled to Nm/deg for graphical purpose.
3.5 – DISCUSSION

The main finding in this study is that the inclusion of all elements in the musculotendon stiffness tensor, diagonal and off-diagonal terms for both translation and rotational DoF, produces principal stiffnesses much different from previous analyses that exclude translational or off-diagonal terms. Generally, using an incomplete musculotendon stiffness tensor resulted in an overestimation of the PS, particularly about the rotational DoF. This is significant because it indicates that previous stability and impedance analyses may have been inaccurate.

It has previously been shown that the partial derivatives along the diagonal of a musculotendon stiffness tensor are geometrically influenced by a musculotendon’s squared moment arm (e.g. \( r_x^2 \); about x) (Brown and Potvin, 2005) and squared projection (e.g. \( p_x^2 \); along x) (Cashaback et al., 2013) for rotational and translational DoF, respectively, and our derived equations match these findings. However, the geometric relationships between DoF, represented by a stiffness tensor’s off-diagonal terms, are less understood. We found that rotational interactions (e.g. \( \frac{\delta^2 u}{\delta y \delta \beta} \)) and translational interactions (e.g. \( \frac{\delta^2 u}{\delta x \delta y} \)) are, respectively, determined by the product of a musculotendon’s moment arms (e.g. \( r_x r_y \); about x and y) and projections (e.g. \( p_x p_y \); along x and y) from the interacting DoF. We found rotational-translational interactions (e.g. \( \frac{\delta^2 u}{\delta y \delta x} \)), are influenced by the product of a musculotendon’s moment arm and projection (e.g. \( r_x p_x \) about and along x) from the interacting DoF. From the analysis above, these rotational-translational
interactions greatly lowered the rotational PS of tensor $H(U)$, seen in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b, and are important to include for stability and impedance analyses.

A commonly used method to determine $k_i$ in eq. (1) is from the relationship,

$$ k_i = q \frac{f_i}{L} \quad \text{(Bergmark, 1989),} $$

where $L$ is the muscle fiber length, and $q$ is a dimensionless proportionality constant relating muscle force and length ($L$) to the lumped stiffness of the muscle fibers and tendon. However, this relationship incorrectly assumes linear relationships between force, length, and stiffness (Cholewicki and McGill, 1995) and inadequately estimates $k_i$ (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991). The DMA-model does not suffer from any of these limitations and independently quantifies the tendon stiffness and muscle fiber stiffness; with the latter based on the cross-bridges’ mechanical properties and binding probabilities. Although the DMA-model can reproduce several muscle properties, it is difficult to solve and, thus, rarely used (Brown, Cheng, and Loeb, 1999).

While we have defined the musculotendon contributions, a complete analysis of joint stiffness would need to also include bone-on-bone, ligamentous, and other passive stiffnesses (Panjabi et al., 1976; Gardner-Morse and Stokes, 2004), as well as the stiffnesses of neighboring joints (Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Gardner-Morse et al., 1995; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996). Furthermore, a stability analysis would also include the external forces and potential energy acting on the joint (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996), while an impedance analysis would include viscous and inertial forces (Hogan, 1984). Nonetheless, we have successfully defined musculotendon contributions to joint stiffness, which is necessary for all these analyses.

In this paper, we have explicitly defined the entire stiffness tensor, including
interactions between DoF. Further, we are the first to combine a stiffness tensor that includes all six DoF with the DMA-model. Although translational stiffnesses have typically been ignored in stability and impedance analyses, they are potentially important, not only in accounting for translational DoF, but also for the rotational DoF. The derived stiffness tensor found in this paper can be used for any joint.
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3.7 – APPENDIX A

$r_x$, $r_y$, and $r_z$ represent a muscle’s moment arm about the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes, respectively. $p_x$, $p_y$, and $p_z$ are respectively the projections of a muscle over the $x$, $y$, and $z$ axes. $l_0$ is the muscle length.

\[
\begin{align*}
    r_x &= \frac{A_y \cdot B_z - A_z \cdot B_y}{l_0} \quad (A.1) \\
    r_y &= \frac{A_z \cdot B_x - A_x \cdot B_z}{l_0} \quad (A.2) \\
    r_z &= \frac{A_x \cdot B_y - A_y \cdot B_x}{l_0} \quad (A.3) \\
    p_x &= \frac{B_x - A_x}{l_0} \quad (A.4) \\
    p_y &= \frac{B_y - A_y}{l_0} \quad (A.5) \\
    p_z &= \frac{B_z - A_z}{l_0} \quad (A.6) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
l_0 = \left[ (B_x - A_x)^2 + (B_y - A_y)^2 + (B_z - A_z)^2 \right]^{1/2} \quad (A.7)
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial u}{\partial \gamma} &= -f \cdot r_x \quad (A.8) \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial \beta} &= -f \cdot r_y \quad (A.9) \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial \alpha} &= -f \cdot r_z \quad (A.10) \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} &= -f \cdot p_x \quad (A.11) \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial y} &= -f \cdot p_y \quad (A.12) \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial z} &= -f \cdot p_z \quad (A.13)
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma^2} = f \left[ \frac{A_y^2 + A_z^2 - r_x^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_x \right] (A.14)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta^2} = f \left[ \frac{A_z^2 + A_y^2 - r_y^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_y \right] (A.15)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha^2} = f \left[ \frac{A_x^2 + A_y^2 - r_z^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_z \right] (A.16)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} = f \left[ \frac{1 - p_x^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ p_x \right] (A.17)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2} = f \left[ \frac{1 - p_y^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ p_y \right] (A.18)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} = f \left[ \frac{1 - p_z^2}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ p_z \right] (A.19)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma \partial \beta} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta \partial \gamma} = f \left[ \frac{-A_x \cdot A_y - r_x \cdot r_y}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_x \cdot r_y \right] (A.20)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta \partial \alpha} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha \partial \beta} = f \left[ \frac{-A_y \cdot A_z - r_y \cdot r_z}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_y \cdot r_z \right] (A.21)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha \partial \gamma} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma \partial \alpha} = f \left[ \frac{-A_z \cdot A_x - r_z \cdot r_x}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ r_z \cdot r_x \right] (A.22)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial y} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y \partial x} = f \left[ \frac{-p_x \cdot p_y}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ p_x \cdot p_y \right] (A.23)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y \partial z} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z \partial y} = f \left[ \frac{-p_y \cdot p_z}{l_0} \right] + k \left[ p_y \cdot p_z \right] (A.24)
\]
\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z \partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial z} = f \left[ \frac{-p_z \cdot p_x}{l_0} \right] + k [p_z \cdot p_x] \quad (A.25)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma \partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial \gamma} = f \left[ \frac{-r_x \cdot p_x}{l_0} \right] + k [r_x \cdot p_x] \quad (A.26)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma \partial y} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y \partial \gamma} = f \left[ \frac{-A_z - r_x \cdot p_y}{l_0} \right] + k [r_x \cdot p_y] \quad (A.27)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \gamma \partial z} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z \partial \gamma} = f \left[ \frac{A_y - r_x \cdot p_z}{l_0} \right] + k [r_x \cdot p_z] \quad (A.28)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta \partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial \beta} = f \left[ \frac{A_z - r_y \cdot p_x}{l_0} \right] + k [r_y \cdot p_x] \quad (A.29)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta \partial y} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y \partial \beta} = f \left[ \frac{-r_y \cdot p_y}{l_0} \right] + k [r_y \cdot p_y] \quad (A.30)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \beta \partial z} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z \partial \beta} = f \left[ \frac{-A_x - r_y \cdot p_z}{l_0} \right] + k [r_y \cdot p_z] \quad (A.31)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha \partial x} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial \alpha} = f \left[ \frac{-A_y - r_z \cdot p_x}{l_0} \right] + k [r_z \cdot p_x] \quad (A.32)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha \partial y} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y \partial \alpha} = f \left[ \frac{A_x - r_z \cdot p_y}{l_0} \right] + k [r_z \cdot p_y] \quad (A.33)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial \alpha \partial z} = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z \partial \alpha} = f \left[ \frac{-r_z \cdot p_z}{l_0} \right] + k [r_z \cdot p_z] \quad (A.34)
\]
3.8 – APPENDIX B

The set of coupled differential equations that govern the DMA model are:

\[
\dot{L} = \frac{\kappa(Q_1(t))}{L_0} \cdot \dot{Q}_1 - \frac{2h}{l_{so}} \cdot \frac{X_0}{L_0} \cdot u(t) \quad (B.1a)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_0 = r \cdot \alpha(X) \cdot \beta_0 - r \cdot \phi_{10}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - \phi_{20}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) \quad (B.1b)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_1 = r \cdot \alpha(X) \cdot \beta_1 - r \cdot \phi_{11}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - \phi_{21}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - u(t) \cdot Q_0(t) \quad (B.1c)
\]

\[
\dot{Q}_2 = r \cdot \alpha(X) \cdot \beta_2 - r \cdot \phi_{12}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - \phi_{22}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - 2 \cdot u(t) \cdot Q_1(t) \quad (B.1d),
\]

where \( \dot{L} \) is the instantaneous normalized musculotendon length (i.e., \( L / L_0 \)), while \( Q_0, Q_1 \), and \( Q_2 \) are the contractile element stiffness \( (k) \), force \( (f) \), and energy \( (u) \). The superimposed dots denote differentiation with respect to time \( (t) \). \( X_0 \) is the optimal contractile element length, \( L_0 \) is the musculotendon rest length, \( L \) is the instantaneous musculotendon length, \( u(t) \) is the velocity of a half sarcomere, while \( h \) (27 nm; Woledge et al., 1985) and \( l_{so} \) (2.7 \( \mu \)m; Ward et al., 2009) are the maximal cross-bridge bond length and optimal sarcomere length, respectively. It is necessary to express \( u(t) \), found by substituting equations \( B.1a \) and \( B.1c \) into one another, as

\[
u(t) = \frac{l_{so} \cdot L_0}{2h \cdot X_0} \left[ \frac{\kappa(Q_1(t))}{L_0} \left( r \cdot \alpha(X) \cdot \beta_1 - r \cdot \phi_{11}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) - \phi_{21}(Q_0, Q_1, Q_2) + \frac{Q_0(t) \cdot L_0 \cdot L_0}{2h \cdot X_0} \right) - \dot{L} \right] \quad (B.2).
\]

The proportion of cross-bridges available for attachment, \( \alpha(X) \), was determined by exponential function (Thelen, 2003):

\[
\alpha(X) = e^{-((X-x_0)/x_0)-1)/\nu} \quad (B.3),
\]

where \( X \) is the current muscle fiber length and \( \nu \) (0.185) is a shape factor that we optimized to Arnold et al. (2010). For the tendon force-strain relationship, we used the
piecewise definition from Thelen (2003), combined with Zahalak (1986) notation, such that

\[ F_T(Y) = \Gamma_i \cdot Q_1(t) = \begin{cases} \Gamma_i \cdot Q_1^{(0)} \left[ \frac{F_{T \text{toe}}}{k_{\text{toe}}} (e^{k_{\text{toe}}(Y-Y_o)/Y_o} - 1) \right]; & (Y-Y_o)/Y_o \leq \epsilon_{\text{toe}} (B.4a) \\ \Gamma_i \cdot Q_1^{(0)} \left[ k_{\text{toe}} \left(\left(\frac{Y-Y_o}{Y_o}\right) - \epsilon_{\text{toe}}\right) + F_{T \text{toe}}^{T} \right]; & (Y-Y_o)/Y_o > \epsilon_{\text{toe}} (B.4b), \end{cases} \]

where \( F_T(Y) \) and \( Y \) are a tendon’s force and length, and \( Y_o \) is the tendon slack length. \( F_{T \text{toe}}^{T} \) (0.33), \( k_{\text{toe}} \) (3), \( \epsilon_{\text{toe}}^{T} \) (0.02436) and \( k_{\text{lin}} \) (42.8) are constants. \( Q_1^{(0)} \) (0.384) is the steady state value of \( Q_1 \) when \( \dot{A} = 0 \) (Ma and Zahalak, 1991). \( \Gamma \) is a force scaling parameter, defined as

\[ \Gamma = \frac{A_{0i} \cdot \sigma}{Q_1^{(0)}} \quad (B.5), \]

where \( A_{0i} \) (\( cm^2 \)) is a muscle’s cross-sectional area and \( \sigma \) (22.5 \( N/cm^2 \)) is the muscle stress.

We used eq. B.4 to derive the following piecewise tendon compliance function:

\[ \kappa(Q_1(t)) = \frac{dY}{dQ_1(t)} = \begin{cases} \frac{Y_o \cdot \epsilon_{\text{toe}}^{T} (e^{k_{\text{toe}}(Y-Y_o)/Y_o} - 1)}{k_{\text{toe}}^{(T)} - Q_1^{(0)}(t)(e^{k_{\text{toe}} - 1})}; & Q_1(t)/Q_1^{(0)} \leq F_{T \text{toe}}^{T} (B.6a) \\ \frac{Y_o}{k_{\text{lin}} Q_1^{(0)}}; & Q_1(t)/Q_1^{(0)} > F_{T \text{toe}}^{T} (B.6b). \end{cases} \]

To define the \( \beta(Q_o, Q_1, Q_2) \) and \( \phi(Q_o, Q_1, Q_2) \) functions, we refer the reader to Ma and Zahalak (1991). The instantaneous muscle fiber stiffness and force, and energy can be respectively calculated as:

\[ k_{mi} = \Gamma \left( \frac{l_{so}}{2h \cdot X_0} \right) Q_0(t) \quad (B.7) \]

\[ f_i = \Gamma \cdot Q_1(t) \quad (B.8) \]

\[ u_i = \Gamma \left( \frac{X_0 \cdot h}{s_0} \right) Q_2(t) \quad (B.9) \]
Tendon stiffness can be calculated as

\[ k_{ti} = \frac{\Gamma}{\kappa(Q_1(t))} \quad (B.10). \]

Finally, the stiffness in the musculotendon is given by the relationship

\[ k_i = \frac{k_{ti} \cdot k_{mi}}{k_{ti} + k_{mi}} \quad (B.11). \]

The equations in B.1 were numerically simulated for one second in real time, to assure equilibrium, using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator (time step = 0.1 \( ms \)). Both \( f_i \) and \( k_i \), for each musculotendon, are used as inputs to eq. (8) in order to calculate the 6-DoF musculotendon stiffness of a joint.
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4.1 – ABSTRACT

Background: In this study we investigate whether the nervous system is responsive to anterior-posterior shearing forces applied to the knee. Specifically, we examine whether the nervous system will increase musculotendon stiffness along the anterior-posterior degree-of-freedom via relative changes in activity between muscles.

Methods: While seated on a Biodex, 12 participants performed knee extensor moments against a cuff at three different distances from the knee joint. This was assessed for three knee angles, two magnitudes of moment, and two angular velocities. By altering cuff position, the magnitude of the shear force could be changed while holding moment constant. We then calculated the 6-degree-of-freedom, musculotendon stiffness matrix of the knee and interpreted the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix using stiffness ellipses.

Findings: AP knee stiffness significantly increased with an increase in shear force at 20° and 45° of knee flexion. This coincided with significant increases in semitendinosus and vastus medialis activity.

Interpretation: We found that the nervous system can significantly increase stiffness along a translational degree-of-freedom in response to translational loading. This was accomplished by increasing the activation of muscles geometrically oriented to provide stiffness along the anterior-posterior degree-of-freedom.
### 4.2 – INTRODUCTION

The human knee joint is injured during activities ranging from playing sports (Maxwell, 1989; Lo et al., 2008; Renstrom et al., 2008) to performing jobs in the workplace (WSIB, 2012). Many of these injuries are related to the damage of ligaments that join the femur and tibia across the tibiofemoral “knee” joint (Andriacchi, 1983). The anterior and posterior cruciate ligaments (ACL and PCL, respectively) resist translational movement along the anterior-posterior (AP) degree-of-freedom (DoF) caused by shearing forces (Crowninshield et al., 1976; Haut, 1983; Fleming et al., 2001; Lo et al., 2008). Large shearing forces can cause excessive translational movement that may lead to ligament damage (Blackburn et al., 2011).

Anterior-posterior translation of the tibia (relative to the femur) during open kinetic chain exercises (OKCE) are reportedly influenced by external shear force, knee angle, angular velocity, moment, and muscular activity (Markolf et al., 1978; Jurist and Otis, 1985; Nisell et al., 1989; Wilk and Andrews, 1993; Blackburn et al., 2011). Jurist and Otis (1985) were the first to demonstrate, while keeping the knee extensor moment constant, that a proximally placed external force pad (high posterior shear force) resulted in a more posteriorly translated tibia compared to a distally placed pad (low posterior shear force). It was also shown by those authors and others (Markolf et al., 1978; Nisell et al., 1989; Wilk and Andrews, 1993) that the tibia moves anteriorly with a decrease in knee flexion angle. Nisell et al. (1989) and Wilk and Andrews (1993) demonstrated that individuals performing maximal contractions during isokinetic movements, ranging from 30 to 300 °/s, displayed a more posteriorly positioned tibia with both a proximal pad
placement and greater angular velocity. Both, however, did not control for moment levels since maximal contraction were performed through the range of motion. Further, Nisell et al. (1989) reported significantly lower maximal moment generation with an increase in angular velocity. However, it is unknown if moment and velocity would interact with shearing forces to influence tibia displacement. Concerning muscle activity, Markolf (1978) noted increased AP stiffness (i.e., less displacement) when muscles were in a contracted verses a relaxed state. More recent studies have attempted to explore the role of individual muscles in providing joint stiffness by monitoring their activation levels under a variety of task demands (Dhaher et al., 2003; Kingma et al., 2004). Considering the large role of OKCE in rehabilitating injuries, it is worthwhile to further explore the factors that influence the stiffness of the knee during these exercises.

Mechanical knee loading along specific degrees-of-freedom (DoF) have been shown to elicit changes in relative activation between muscles. Dhaher et al. (2003) applied rotational valgus loads and observed increased activation in the muscles geometrically positioned to resist such perturbations. Using a healthy population of 10 individuals, Kingma et al. (2004) examined the muscular activity of five knee muscles when changing external pad placement, to alter translational shearing loads along the AP DoF. They found a significant interaction between pad placement and joint angle for the semitendinosus (p = 0.024), but post-hoc testing did not reveal significant differences (p = 0.079). Interestingly, the ST has a large projection (alignment) over the AP DoF and is well positioned to provide AP stiffness. Further work by this group did find significantly different hamstring activation between healthy and ACL-deficient groups using
translational AP loading (Aalbersberg et al., 2005; Aalbersberg et al., 2009). Despite evidence demonstrating (or trending towards) altered muscle activity, it is unknown if this would also lead to greater stiffness along the loaded DoF. Given the importance of stabilizing along the AP DoF of the knee to prevent injury, it would be valuable to examine if musculotendon stiffness can be significantly increased along a translational DoF; and, if so, which muscles are activated to provide that stiffness.

Despite the capability of muscles to provide stiffness (Ma and Zahalak, 1991), there have been limited studies that mathematically quantify the muscular stiffness of the knee. The majority of such research has been directed towards the rotational DoF of the spine (Bergmark 1989; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Potvin and Brown, 2005). For the knee, there has been some mathematical examination of muscle contributions to the rotational (Derouin, 2006; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012; Pfeiffer et al., 2012) and translational DoF (Cashaback et al., 2013). We have recently extended these works to mathematically account for all six DoF, three translational and three rotational, including the influential interactions between DoF (Cashaback et al., In Press). Using these techniques, we are able to determine musculotendon stiffness contributions to the knee.

The purpose of this study is to examine if altered knee posterior shearing forces will alter musculotendon stiffness along the AP DoF at the knee. We hypothesize that there will be an increase in AP musculotendon stiffness with an increase in AP shear force. Given previous experimental work demonstrating or trending towards altered muscle activity (Dhaher et al., 2003; Kingma et al., 2004), we also expect greater relative increases in stiffness along the AP DoF than about the flexion-extension (FE) DoF. This
could be accomplished by significantly increasing the hamstring muscles, which have
with large projections over the AP DoF.

4.3 – METHODS

Participants

Twelve male subjects (age: 24.9 ± 4.1 years, height: 179.0 ± 4.6 cm, weight: 78.4 ± 8.5 kg, 11/12 right leg dominant), participated this experiment. Self-report screening ensured all subjects were free of injury, surgery, or neuromuscular disorders of the lower limb. Subjects read the participant information sheet and signed the consent statement within. The University’s Ethics Board approved this study.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

A dynamometer / potentiometer (Biodex System 4, Shirley, New York) and a differential amplifier (gain = 500 – 1000, Z_{in} ~ 10 GΩ, CMRR >115 dB at 60 Hz, passband = 10-1000 Hz; Octopus, Bortec Biomedical Ltd., AB, Canada) respectively collected knee extensor moments / knee joint angle and surface electromyography (sEMG) signals. These data were sampled at a rate of 2000 Hz (LabVIEW 8.5; National Instruments, Austin, TX). sEMG was recorded with circular, bipolar Ag–AgCl electrode pairs (2.5 cm diameter; Medi-Trace 130, Kendall, Mansfield, MA). All signals were converted to digital using a 16-bit analogue to digital convertor and stored to hard-drive for processing. A monitor provided participants with their real-time moment as a percentage of their maximal knee extensor moment (MKEM).
Experimental Protocol

The study was divided into 3 sessions, separated by at least 72 hours, in order to eliminate potential fatigue effects. This study had eighteen stationary and six movement conditions. Both the stationary and movement conditions had three dynamometer arm lengths (265 mm, 310 mm, and 355 mm) and two levels of moment (25% and 75% MKEM). By holding the moment level constant at 25% or 75% MKEM and changing the arm lengths, we altered the posterior shearing forces (Figure 4.1). The stationary condition had three angles (20°, 45°, and 70°) and the movement conditions required participants change their knee flexion angle from 90° to 0°, at an angular velocity of 10 °/s.

Figure 4.1: By changing the point of force application (265 mm, 310 mm, 355 mm) on the tibia (black line) away from the knee center of rotation (black circle), we were able to alter the magnitude of the posteriorly applied shearing forces (straight arrows) while keeping the extensor moment (circular arrow) constant. This is possible due to the relationship: moment = force x distance. Figure adapted from Kingma et al. (2004).
During the first session, participants performed a training protocol that familiarized them to matching their real-time knee extensor moment to a target moment. Participants sat on the Biodex, with the seat pan parallel to the floor and forming an angle of 100° with the backrest. Once seated, we adjusted the position of the chair such that the axes of rotations of the dynamometer and knee matched. We then strapped the shoulders, waist, and thigh to the padded chair surface to minimize movement. The ankle was unconstrained during training. We strapped the dominant lower leg to the dynamometer arm and moved them to a 0° knee angle (full extension), where the weight of the leg was recorded. Participants then performed two maximum voluntary exertions (MVEs) at a knee angle of 20°, with 5 s rest between each of the 3 s exertion. Pilot testing showed that approximately 75% of this maximum was the greatest moment participants could generate during the movement trial. MKEM were calculated from the MVEs, which included the knee angle dependent weight of the leg. Five minutes following the MVEs, participants were trained. Stationary condition training was performed at 25% and 75% of MKEM, with each of the participants being randomly assigned one of the arm lengths and joint angles described above. At the same arm length, the movement condition training was also performed at 25% and 75% of MKEM. Participants were required to match their real-time moment to the monitor displayed moment targets for the four training conditions. Participants completed training when they performed each condition within 5% of the target moment, twice in succession. We randomized the presentation of the training conditions.
The 24 experimental conditions were divided equally over the second and third visits. For these sessions, surface electrodes were placed over the vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), semitendinosis (ST), biceps femoris long head (BFL), tensor fascia latae (TFL), the medial and lateral gastrocnemius heads (GM and GL), and a reference electrode placed over the greater trochanter. We positioned electrodes according to standardized placement (Basmajian, 1985; Cram, 1998; Saitou et al., 2000). Before placement, we shaved the electrode sites and cleaned the skin with isopropyl alcohol pads.

Following electrode placement, sEMG was collected for 30 s with participants lying prone and completely relaxed on a mat. They then performed two successive MVEs for both the knee and plantar flexors. We applied resistance throughout the range of motion. Participants sat on the Biodex and were positioned as described above. We then placed 1.5 cm of padding both under and over their thigh, each with a space cut out, to prevent electrodes from touching the seat or thigh strap. They then performed two extensor MVEs, at 10 °/s, throughout the range of motion. Ten minutes of rest were then given.

We used this rest period to place a custom-made, fitted Plexiglas® splint and a brace over their ankle to prevent movement. For the second visit, participants then performed two stationary MVEs, as previously described, to determine their MKEM. The MKEM found during the second visit was also used for the third visit. The experimental conditions began following five more minutes of rest. Condition presentation order was counterbalanced by arm length and randomized for the remaining variables. Each
condition was repeated three times in succession.

Data analysis

Surface EMG was band pass filtered (6th order; 20-500 Hz), rectified, and low pass filtered with a single pass Butterworth filter (2nd order, 3.5 Hz). Both kinetic and kinematic data were processed with a dual, low pass, Butterworth filter (2nd order; 3.5 Hz cutoff). Due to spatial limitations, we used the sEMG of ST and BFL to estimate the semimembranosis (SM) and biceps femoris short head (BFS) muscle activity, respectively. Further, we averaged VM and VL sEMG to estimate vastus intermedialis (VI) activation (Cashaback and Potvin, 2012), as they are significantly correlated to VI (Akima et al., 2004). Thus, eight channels of sEMG were collected to approximate the neural activity of eleven muscles. Gracilis and sartorius were not included as they have negligible stiffness contributions due to small cross-sectional areas (Derouin and Potvin, 2005).

Coordinates from the musculotendons crossing the knee joint, throughout its range of motion, were obtained from OpenSIMM (Musculographics Inc.; Arnold et al., 2010; Ward et al., 2009). This allowed for musculotendon lengths, as well as musculotendon moment arms and projections about, and along, the three orthogonal axes, to be calculated for a given knee angle. Based on kinematic data, normalized musculotendon lengths were differentiated with respect to time using a fourth-order central-difference method.

We estimated the force and stiffness acting along each musculotendon’s line of action with the distribution moment approximation (DMA) model (Zahalak and Ma, 1991) combined with muscle and tendon properties from Thelen (2003) (see Cashaback et
Briefly, this model is a set of four, coupled differential equations that outputs instantaneous musculotendon length, stiffness, force, and energy. Inputs to the model were normalized musculotendon velocity and sEMG (Cholewicki and McGill, 1996) from the experimental trials. We programmed a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme (time step = 0.5 ms) in Python 2.7 to numerically solve the DMA-model for each of the eleven knee muscles discussed above.

For the stationary trials only, a 0.5 s moving average was passed through the filtered moment data. For each trial, within the desired level of moment (25% or 75%), the 0.5 s window with the lowest coefficient of variation was recorded. We used this time point to average each musculotendon’s inline force and stiffness from the surrounding 0.5 s. For each movement trial, we averaged each inline musculotendon force and stiffness over the surrounding 0.5 s when the knee angle was 20°, 45°, or 70°.

From the reduced data, we multiplied musculotendon forces with corresponding moment arms to make initial knee extensor moment estimates. For each subject, the slope of the least-squared line (3.2 ± 1.0) between estimated and recorded moments, from all trials, was used to linearly gain estimated muscle forces to match recorded moments. The same gain factor was also applied to inline musculotendon stiffness estimates.

Once each of the eleven musculotendon’s force, stiffness, length, moment arm, and projection were calculated for each trial, we inputted these data into our previously defined 6 DoF stiffness matrix (Cashaback et al., In Press). In short, a stiffness matrix \( K \) is calculated by summating the second order partial derivatives of each musculotendon’s energy storage with respect to generalized coordinates \( \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial Q_i \partial Q_j} \).
To assess $K$ we use similar methodology as described by Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985), but extended it for a 6-DoF stiffness matrix (see Appendix A). The output of our analysis is a 2-dimensional stiffness ellipse (see Figure 4.2). We calculated the major ($K_x$) and minor axes ($K_\alpha$) of this ellipse, ellipse eccentricity ($K_x / K_\alpha$), and the angle ($\theta$) $K_x$ made with the AP-axis. $K_x$ and $K_\alpha$ correspond very closely to the stiffness along and about the AP and FE axes, respectively, given their large projections over these axes. In accordance with our first hypothesis, we expected to see an increase in stiffness along the AP DoF. This could occur by: 1) increasing the length of $K_x$, and / or 2) changing the orientation ($\theta$) of the ellipse, such that $K_x$ had a greater projection over the AP DoF. For our second hypothesis, we expected to see a significant increase in $K_x / K_\alpha$, indicating a preference to increase stiffness along the eigenvector that was most projected over the AP DoF. This would occur by increasing the muscular activation of muscles with a greater projection over the AP DoF, while simultaneously maintaining the joint moment.

**Statistical Analysis**

**Stiffness Ellipse**

We performed four, five-way repeated measures ANOVAs, where the dependent variables were: 1) $K_x$, 2) $K_\alpha$, 3) $K_x/K_\alpha$, and 4) $\theta$. Independent variables were arm length (265, 310, and 355 mm), trial (1, 2, and 3), velocity (0 °/s and 10 °/s), moment (25% and 75% MKEM) and knee angle (20°, 45°, and 70°). We natural log-transformed all dependent variables, since their variances changed proportionately with the means (i.e. coefficient of variation constant), to meet assumptions of normality (Hopkins, 2000). Greenhouse-Giesser corrections were made to avoid sphericity violations. Since our
The research question is concerned with the effect of varying shearing forces on joint stiffness. We investigated mean comparisons only on the significant main effect and interactions involving arm length. We performed multiple mean comparisons with Tukey’s HSD test.

**Surface Electromyography**

For each of the eight sEMG channels, we performed a five-way repeated measures ANOVA using the same design as described above. We examined only the significant

![Figure 4.2:](image-url) For a given stiffness matrix (\( K \)), this ellipse represents the stiffness along the anterior-posterior (AP) axis and about the flexion-extension (FE) axis of the knee (tibial reference frame). The lengths of the major (\( K_x \); red line) and minor (\( K_\alpha \); yellow line) axes of the ellipse correspond with the eigenvalues of \( K \) and are orthogonal to one another. \( \theta \) is the angle \( K_x \) makes with the AP DoF and is determined by the eigenvector of \( K_x \).
sEMG main effects and interactions that also resulted in significant stiffness ellipse changes. Thus, we were only interested in significant muscle activity changes that corresponded to statistically different stiffness measures. Surface EMG data were natural log-transformed, Greenhouse-Giesser corrected, and mean comparisons were performed with Tukey’s HSD test. Significance was set to $p < .05$ for all statistics.

4.4 – RESULTS

The major axis length ($K_x$), corresponding with AP stiffness, was significantly influenced by an arm length and knee angle interaction ($F(2.5, 40.1) = 3.7, \ p = 0.025$). With a knee flexion angle of $20^\circ$, $K_x$ was significantly greater at an arm length of 265 $\text{mm}$ than at 310 $\text{mm}$ (by 7.0%) and 355 $\text{mm}$ (by 13.0%) arm lengths (Figure 4.3). Similarly, at $45^\circ$ of knee flexion, the 265 mm arm length had a significantly greater $K_x$ relative to arm lengths of 310 mm (by 9.3%) and 355 mm (by 15.8%). No significant differences were found at $70^\circ$ of knee flexion. There was no significant main effect or any other interaction involving arm length for $K_x$.

Coinciding with significant differences in $K_x$, the arm length and knee angle interaction also yielded significantly different muscle activations for ST ($F(2.9, 46.5) = 3.0, \ p = 0.043$) and VM ($F(2.8, 44.6) = 5.4, \ p = 0.004$). For ST, at both $20^\circ$ and $45^\circ$ degrees of knee flexion, muscle activation was significantly greater at an arm length of 265 mm than arm lengths of 310 mm and 355 mm (Figure 4.4A). Further, for these knee angles, the 310 mm arm length had significantly greater ST activation than at 355 mm. At $70^\circ$, ST activation was significantly greater at an arm length of 265 mm than 355 mm. With $20^\circ$ of knee flexion, we found that VM muscle activity was significantly greater
Figure 4.3: Mean stiffness ellipses of 12 participants for each level of arm length at (A) 70°, (B) 45°, and (C) 20° of knee flexion. Stiffness along the FE and AP axes are in N mm⁻¹ and N m deg⁻¹, respectively, and, for graphical purposes, are scaled according to the circle shown below the bottom ellipse. Stiffness along the major axis of the ellipse ($K_x$), corresponding closely with the anterior-posterior degree-of-freedom, was significantly greater with a 265 mm arm length than arm lengths of 310 mm and 355 mm for graphs (B) and (C). Notice the orientation ($\theta$) of the ellipses remains stable.

with an arm length of 265 mm than 355 mm (Figure 4.4B). No significant differences were found at 45°. At 70°, VM activity was significantly lower with an arm length of 265 mm compared to an arm length of 355 mm; however, at this knee angle, the change in VM activation did not cause a significant change to $K_x$. 
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Figure 4.4: Mean, normalized muscle activity (%) for the (A) semitendinosus (SM) and (B) vastus medialis (VM) at 20°, 45°, and 70° of knee flexion. SM displayed a significant trend of increasing activation with a decrease in arm length (i.e. increase in shear force) for all joint angles. VM also followed this trend at 20° of knee flexion. VM showed the opposite trend at 70° of knee flexion; however, this significant change in activation did not lead to significant changes in stiffness. Standard error bars are presented.
For minor axis length ($K_a$), corresponding with FE stiffness, there was a significant three-way interaction between arm length, velocity, and moment ($F(2.0, 31.9) = 4.8, p = 0.015$), but mean comparisons did not reveal any significant differences between arm lengths (Figure 4.5). For ellipse eccentricity ($K_x/K_a$), there was a significant four-way interaction between arm length, moment, angle, and trial ($F(4.7, 75.7) = 2.7, p = 0.027$), however, no significant mean differences were found across arm length. It is interesting to note, despite also not reaching significance, the main effect of arm length on the dependent variable of ellipse eccentricity did follow the expected trend of an increase in ellipse eccentricity with a decrease in arm length (Figure 4.6). The orientation of the stiffness ellipses ($\theta$) remained relatively constant across arm length (Figure 4.3) and there was no significant main effect or interaction involving this independent variable. No significant sEMG changes were found for the significant 3-way or 4-way interaction involving minor axis length and ellipse eccentricity, respectively.
Figure 4.5: The mean length of minor axis ellipse length \( (K_\alpha) \), corresponding closely to flexion-extension stiffness, for different levels of arm length, velocity, and moment. No significant mean differences were found between arm lengths. Standard error bars are presented.

Figure 4.6: Mean ellipse eccentricity \( (K_x / K_\alpha) \) of the participants, natural log transformed, for each arm length. Though no significance was found, there was a trend showing an increase in ellipse eccentricity with a decrease in arm length. Standard error bars are presented.
4.5 – DISCUSSION

The main finding of this study is musculotendon knee stiffness along the anterior-posterior degree-of-freedom increases with greater externally applied shear force. This was particularly evident with a decrease in knee flexion angle, where the knee is more susceptible to ligament injury (Yu and Garrett, 2007). Importantly, this novel finding highlights the ability of the central nervous system to respond to translational loads.

In accordance with our first hypothesis, we found that greater shear force led to increased AP musculotendon stiffness ($K_x$). This was evident at both 20° and 45° of knee flexion. At these angles, the shortest arm length (265 mm), which produced the greatest shear force, elicited significantly greater AP musculotendon stiffness than the other two arm lengths (310 mm and 355 mm). Since ellipse orientation ($\theta$) was stable across conditions, only changes in $K_x$ led to significant increases in AP stiffness. This finding demonstrates the ability of the CNS to significantly increase stiffness along the AP DoF of the knee. The CNS accomplished this by significantly altering the neural drive to certain muscles.

Greater neural drive led to an increase in musculotendon stiffness along the AP DoF where the external force was applied. The semitendinosus and vastus medialis displayed significantly greater activity with an increase in AP shear force. ST and SM, the latter of which was driven by ST activation in the used musculotendon model, are knee flexors whose moment outputs are counterproductive in maintaining the required extensor moments performed by the participants. However, ST and SM have the largest projections over the AP DoF (Arnold et al., 2010) of the muscles analyzed, which largely
influences a muscle’s ability to provide stiffness over a translational DoF (Cashaback et al., 2013). Further, SM has the second greatest force generating capacity and inline musculotendon stiffness of the knee flexors. Given its advantageous geometric orientation around the knee and mechanical properties, SM is an ideal muscle to provide stiffness along the AP DoF. An increase in ST / SM and VM activation, would act to balance the extensor moment while increasing AP stiffness. While others have observed changes in relative muscle activation patterns during both rotational (Dhaher et al., 2003) and translational (Kingma et al., 2004; Aalbersberg et al., 2005; Aalbersberg et al., 2009) loading to the knee, we have shown with biomechanical modeling that such activation patterns can significantly increase stiffness along the loaded DoF.

We expected that FE stiffness ($K_a$) would increase with a decrease in arm length (increased shear force), due to muscular co-contraction, but at a lesser rate than AP stiffness ($K_x$). There were significant increases in AP stiffness and no significant mean differences found for FE stiffness across arm length. This suggests that AP stiffness increased at a faster rate than FE stiffness. This could be achieved by increasing the activation of muscles with relatively larger projections over the AP DoF, such as ST and SM, while still meeting extensor moment demands. To better examine this, we looked at ellipse eccentricity ($K_x / K_a$) and expected, with an increase in AP shear force, an elongation of the ellipses along the AP DoF. Though no significant differences were found, the main effect of arm length showed a trend of ellipse elongation along the AP DoF (Figure 4.6 and 4.3). Dhaher et al. (2003) suggested a motor control strategy exists that causes both a general and selective increase in joint stiffness during valgus loading.
Given significant increases in AP stiffness, no significant changes to FE stiffness, and a trend towards increasing AP stiffness at a greater rate than FE stiffness, all with an increase in AP shear force, there may have been both a general stiffness increase for all DoF and a selective increase along the AP DoF. We suggest that the control strategy proposed by Dhaher et al. (2003) may also be used during translational loading.

While we have shown that musculotendon stiffness increases as a result of shear forces our study is limited in that it did not include the passive stiffness contributors (bone-on-bone, ligaments, etc.). Further work should explore their contributions to the knee stiffness matrix. Electrode size and the availability of only an 8-channel EMG system forced us to model the ST and SM using the activation from ST. However, given the potential importance of SM, future work should examine its muscle activation separately. These findings should be further explored in other major joints, such as the shoulder and spine, where translational stiffness is also important for joint safety (Lippitt et al., 2003; Howarth, 2011).

We found that there was a significant increase in AP stiffness in response to translational shear forces. The CNS accomplished this through changes in relative muscle activation. We suggest this resulted in a general increase in joint stiffness for all DoF, but at a greater rate along the loaded translational DoF. The current study used an OKCE that is important during injury rehabilitation (Beynnon et al., 2005) and our results show it is possible to increase musculotendon stiffness to stabilize a translational DoF. This finding may be useful for clinicians in preventing and rehabilitating injuries.
4.6 – APPENDIX A

To assess $K$, a 6-DoF stiffness matrix, we extended upon the methodology of Mussa-Ivaldi, Hogan, and Bizzi (1985). In their work, a 2-DoF stiffness matrix is multiplied by a hypothetically rotating unit vector (i.e. unit circle), resulting in a two-dimensional stiffness ellipse. The major and minor axes represent the eigenvalues of $K$ and the eigenvectors dictate the orientation of these axes. Only along the eigenvectors is the restoring force co-linear with a given displacement and vice-versa. We extended this concept to a six DoF system, by multiplying our decomposed 6-DoF stiffness matrix with a unit vector that rotated only in the DoF being experimentally manipulated: the AP and FE DoF. Mathematically, this can be represented as:

$$\{E\} = [K] \{U\} \quad (A.1),$$

where $[K]$ is a 6-DoF stiffness matrix, $\{E\}^T = [K_{VV}, K_{AX}, K_{FE}, K_{AP}, K_{SI}, K_{ML}]$ is the stiffness along each DoF given the multiplication of $[K]$ with the rotating unit vector, $\{U\}^T = [0, 0, d\alpha, dx, 0, 0]$. $\{U\}$ rotates since $d\alpha = \sin(i)$ and $dx = \cos(i)$, where $i$ is in the range: $0 < i \leq 2\pi$. $K_{VV}, K_{AX}, K_{FE}, K_{AP}, K_{SI}$, and $K_{ML}$ respectively correspond to the stiffness of the valgus-varus, axial, flexion-extension, anterior-posterior, superior-inferior, and medial-lateral DoF. Although we were primarily concerned with the AP and FE axes, it is important to include all DoF as they interact and can have a large influence on one another (Cashaback et al., In Press). By carrying out the multiplication on the right side of eq. (A.1), through the range $0 < i \leq 2\pi$, a 6-dimensional stiffness ellipse is produced. To project this 6-DoF ellipse unto the FE and AP plane, we used the entries $K_{FE}$ and $K_{AP}$ from $\{E\}$ to form a 2-dimensional stiffness ellipse (Figure 4.2). From this 2-dimensional
stiffness ellipse, we calculated the major ($K_x$) and minor axes ($K_a$), their ratio ($K_x / K_a$), and the angle ($\theta$) $K_x$ made with the AP-axis. For graphical purposes only, the rotational stiffnesses were changed from $Nm \, rad^{-1}$ to $Nm \, deg^{-1}$ by multiplying the former with $\frac{\pi}{180}$. 
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Chapter 5 – General Discussion
5.1 – THESIS SUMMARY

The safety of our joints is highly dependent on the surrounding muscles. By providing stiffness, our muscles prevent excessive translational and rotational movements that can lead to soft-tissue and ligament damage. Depending on task demands and physiological objectives, our nervous system is able to modulate this muscular stiffness. Given the physical and financial implications, it is imperative to understand how our muscles aid in injury prevention. This thesis has addressed how the active and nervous systems provide stiffness to our joints.

We hypothesized that muscles provide translational stiffness based on their geometrical orientation and mechanical properties, and that this stiffness can be modulated by the nervous system. To address the first portion of this hypothesis, we performed two theoretical works to quantify the role of muscle in providing translational joint stiffness (Chapter 2 and 3). For the second portion of this hypothesis, our experimental work examined muscular activity and knee stiffness in response to translational loading with moment held constant (Chapter 4). Collectively, these studies significantly advance our knowledge of active and nervous system contributions to joint translational stiffness. Each of the following sections summarizes our research and provides suggestions for future work.
5.2 – MUSCULOTENDON CONTRIBUTIONS TO JOINT STIFFNESS

The primary goal of both Chapter 2 and 3 was to develop explicit equations that allow for the calculation of musculotendon contributions to joint stiffness. As expected, the contribution of a muscle to translational stiffness was dependent on both its geometric orientation and mechanical properties. In these chapters, we applied the equations in a theoretical scenario by integrating a commonly used knee model with both a phenomenological (Chapter 2) and mechanistic (Chapter 3) musculotendon model. This provided us with estimates of knee stiffness and allowed us to gain physiological insight into joint stability.

In Chapter 2, we used a similar approach to Potvin and Brown (2005) to develop three equations, one for each of the orthogonal \(xyz\) translational DoF, to calculate individual muscles contribution to joint translational stiffness. It is intuitive to think that a muscle, much like a spring, will provide the most resistance when pulled along its long axis. For this reason, many researchers have assumed the hamstrings will provide AP knee stiffness because they have large projections (highly aligned) over this DoF (Solomonow et al., 1987; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007; Torry et al., 2004; Aalbersberg et al., 2009). This concept drove our hypothesis that the ability of a muscle to provide translational stiffness would be dependent on its projection over that DoF. We were, however, only partially correct. We found that the capability of a muscle to provide translational stiffness was dependent on its \(squared\) projection over an axis. This indicates with a linear increase in projection, there is a quadratic increase in muscular capability to
provide translational stiffness. Simply put, the ability of muscle to provide translational stiffness becomes increasingly greater with an increase in its alignment. It is interesting to note that these translational equations are quite similar to the rotational stiffness equations of Potvin and Brown (2005); the difference being, the term that calculates a muscle’s squared moment arm for the rotational equation is replaced with a term that calculates its squared projection. To our knowledge, these equations are the first to state that the squared projection of a muscle determines its translational stiffness contribution.

Chapter 2 provided much needed insight into the role of muscle for providing translational stiffness. The methodology, however, had some limitations. The translational stiffness equation of Chapter 2, and the rotational stiffness equation of Potvin and Brown (2005), represent only the main diagonal of a stiffness matrix and exclude interactions between DoF (off-diagonal terms). In Chapter 3, we addressed this shortcoming by deriving a 6 x 6 stiffness matrix containing 36 explicit, partial derivatives. Using more general kinematic and vector calculus definitions, we found that, along the main diagonal, the translational and rotational equations of Chapter 3 were identical to the equations of Chapter 2, and nearly identical to those of Potvin and Brown (2005), respectively. Slight differences in the latter were from the linear (Chapter 2), as opposed to quadratic (Potvin and Brown, 2005), approximation of rotational movement. An important contribution in Chapter 3 was explicitly defining the interaction stiffnesses between DoF. To our knowledge, these were previously undefined in the literature. We found the off-diagonal terms are geometrically influenced by the product of a muscle’s projection(s) / moment arm(s) between the interacting DoF. We demonstrated that the
interaction stiffnesses had a profound affect on the eigenvalues (i.e., principal stiffnesses) and their exclusion led to overestimations of the principal stiffnesses; particularly, those most associated with the rotational DoF. The vast majority of previous research, however, has ignored the translational DoF and/or the interactions between DoF (Bergmark, 1989; Crisco III, 1991 thesis; Crisco III and Panjabi, 1991; Cholewicki and McGill, 1996; Grenier and McGill, 2007; Howarth et al., 2004; Brown and Potvin, 2005; Potvin and Brown, 2005; Brown and Potvin, 2007; Beach, Howarth, Callaghan, 2008; Howarth, Beach, Callaghan, 2008; Brown and Graham, 2012; Cashaback and Potvin, 2012). Given our results, we suggest that such exclusions could potentially lead to falsely labeling unstable tasks as stable. In our analysis, we examined all six possible DoF of a single joint (knee), but even this did not include the additional complexity of interaction stiffnesses from neighboring joints (i.e., ankle and hip) caused by multi-articular muscles. For example, the rectus femoris and gastrocnemius cross the knee, as well as the hip and ankle, respectively. Taking the second derivative of musculotendon energy with respect to small translational and rotational displacements at the hip, knee, and ankle would result in an 18 x 18 stiffness matrix; which would include interaction stiffness terms between joints. These between joint, interaction stiffness terms, caused by the multi-articular muscles, would likely effect the resulting eigenvalue and eigenvector interpretation. Future work should explicitly derive the between joint, interaction stiffness terms and examine their influence on the eigendecomposition of a complete stiffness matrix.

As hypothesized, we found that an increase of inline musculotendon force and stiffness, as well as a decrease in muscle length, increase the capability of a muscle to
provide translational stiffness. These findings were evident through several common themes across the equations of our work (Chapter 2 and 3) and that of Potvin and Brown (2005). The denominator of each partial derivative contained muscle length terms, indicating shorter muscles are geometrically ideal for providing stiffness for all DoF. Further, each equation can be divided into a force and stiffness component. Since the numerators of these respective components are inline musculotendon force and stiffness, and increase in either causes a proportional increase in joint stiffness.

The derived equations in Chapter 2 and 3 provided needed insight into how muscles geometrically and mechanically contribute to joint translation stiffness. To demonstrate the utility of these equations and gain physiological insight, we used a musculotendon model of the knee. In both chapters, we artificially set all muscles to full activation to observe maximal musculotendon knee stiffness. Of particular interest was AP stiffness, which would act to prevent excessive translational movements that can lead to ACL injuries (Blackburn et al., 2011). The hamstrings are often identified as inhibitors of such movements (Solomonow and Krogsgaard, 2001). In Chapter 2, we found that the hamstring muscles had less AP stiffness potential than the quadriceps and more than the gastrocnemius muscles. However, although the quadriceps (Kellis and Baltzopoulos, 1999; Shelburne et al., 2004) and gastrocnemius (Fleming et al., 2001) muscle groups provide AP stiffness, they cause anterior shear that strains the ACL. Conversely, in addition to providing AP stiffness, the hamstrings reduce ACL strain by promoting posterior shear and knee flexion (Kellis and Baltzopoulos, 1999; Shelburne et al., 2004).
In both chapters, we found that maximal musculotendon stiffness and force were always greatest along the superior-inferior DoF due to large projections. Musculotendon superior-inferior force and stiffness act to increase joint congruency (i.e., the amount of surface alignment between articulating bones) and preserve this congruency, respectively. Greater congruency between the tibia and femur has been shown to increase AP (Torzilli et al., 1994; Yack et al., 1994) and valgus-varus stiffness (Olmstead et al., 1986). In Chapter 2, we showed that, at 0° of knee flexion where the knee is prone to ACL tearing (Yu and Garrett, 2007), the quadricep, hamstring, and gastrocnemius muscle groups can all supply large amounts of superior-inferior force and stiffness. Quadricep forces have been shown to increase joint congruency and, consequently, AP stiffness (Torzilli et al., 1994; Yack et al., 1994), but the role of the hamstring and gastrocnemius muscles in this capacity remains unexplored. Given the potential role of AP stiffness in preventing ACL tears (Blackburn, 2011), it would be valuable to examine how the hamstring and gastrocnemius muscles can increase AP stiffness through knee joint congruency.

Evidence of increased joint congruency leading to greater joint stiffness has been found for the knee (Olmstead et al., 1986; Torzilli et al., 1994; Yack et al., 1994), shoulder (Lippitt et al., 1993; Oosterom et al., 2003), and spine (Howarth, 2011). By modeling compressive muscular forces and articulating bone geometries, the shoulder model of Oosterom and colleagues (2003) is the only stability analysis that has accounted for joint congruency. This study and empirical research (Olmstead et al., 1986; Torzilli et al., 1994; Yack et al., 1994; Lippitt et al., 1993) have demonstrated the large influence of joint congruency on joint stiffness. These findings emphasize the need to include all
components of the passive system, including bony articulations, in future stiffness and stability analyses. Similar to Howarth (2011), finite element modeling could be useful to examine the role of articulating bones and cartilage on joint stiffness. Such work would provide a greater understanding of the interplay between the active and passive systems.

The use of joint stability, as part of a multi-objective cost function (Stokes and Gardner-Morse, 2001) or as an optimization constraint (eigenvalues > 0) (Brown and Potvin, 2005), has been shown to improve estimates of co-contraction and joint loading. Thus, it is foreseeable that stability analyses may be incorporated into biomechanical and ergonomic posture prediction/load allowance toolboxes. To do so, it will be critical to have accurate predictions of both active and passive stiffness (e.g., bony articulations, ligaments, and soft-tissue). In Chapter 3, we showed that the exclusion of translational and interaction stiffnesses led to an overestimation of principal stiffnesses. These overestimations could lead biomechanical/ergonomic toolboxes to predict unstable tasks as stable. Such misclassification would result in worker demands exceeding worker capability, potentially resulting in injury. Given the implications, it would be imperative to accurately predict active and passive system stiffnesses.

In summary, our theoretical work in Chapters 2 and 3 has explicitly defined the role the active system in providing joint translational stiffness. Geometrically, muscles with large squared projections and short length are well suited to provide joint translational stiffness. Further, we also found that the product of the musculotendon’s projection(s) and/or moment arms (s) of the interacting DoF geometrically influences interaction stiffnesses. Mechanically, muscles with high inline force and stiffness
capabilities have greater potential to provide translational stiffness. Future work should also include the interaction stiffnesses of neighboring joints and the contribution of the passive system. Such work could be important for accurate estimates of posture and joint loading.

5.3 – THE NERVOUS SYSTEM RESPONDS TO TRANSLATIONAL LOADING

The nervous system is able to modulate joint stiffness based on task goals and physiological objectives. This is accomplished by varying neural drive to our muscles, which consequently changes their inline mechanical properties (force and stiffness). By altering these mechanical properties, the nervous system controls joint stiffness. The fundamental question we asked in our experimental work (Chapter 4) was whether the nervous system responds to translational loading by increasing translational joint stiffness. To answer this question, we used an innovative analysis to calculate knee stiffness, combining our most complete theoretical developments (Chapter 3) with the work of Mussa-Ivaldi et al. (1985). This analysis considers all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of our 6 DoF musculotendon stiffness matrix. As expected, we found significant changes in musculotendon translational stiffness with varying translational loads. Furthermore, we also found increased activity from muscles with large projections over the loaded DoF. We interpret our results from the perspective that there is a combination of strategies used to modulate joint stiffness (Dhaher et al., 2003). Importantly, our novel findings confirm that the nervous system is responsive to translational loading in a healthy population.
As expected, we found a significant increase in AP translational stiffness with an increase in AP loading. This confirmed our hypothesis that the nervous system is responsive to translational loading. This finding was more prominent near full extension where the knee is more susceptible to injury (Yu and Garrett, 2007). Dhaher and colleagues (2003) suggest that musculotendon stiffness increases can happen in three ways: 1) a global stiffening of the joint; 2) a selective increase along a specific DoF; or 3) a combination of global and selective increases in joint stiffness. For global stiffening, the nervous system would co-contract several muscles to increase the stiffness for all DoF. Selective stiffening can be accomplished by increasing the activation of muscles with large squared projections or squared moment arms over specific translational or rotational DoF, respectively. This is possible due to the mechanical redundancy of our joints. Further, selective stiffening implies that the nervous system considers the minimization of energy (Anderson and Pandy, 2001) and/or joint loading (Yettram and Jackman, 1982) as part of its physiological objectives. In our study, increasing the activity of muscles with large squared AP projections would selectively increase AP knee stiffness.

During translational loading, previous work has demonstrated (Torry et al., 2004; Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007; Aalbersberg et al., 2009), and trended towards (Kingma et al., 2004), increased hamstring activity in ACL deficient and healthy populations, respectively. Based on these works, we hypothesized an increase in hamstring activity with greater translational AP loading. Further, we also expected this to be associated with a selective increase in AP stiffness. In agreement with our hypothesis, we found significant increases in semitendinosus activity with increases in posterior shear loading.
The second portion of this hypothesis, where we expected a selective increase in AP stiffness with increased hamstring activity, was inconclusive.

Both semitendinosus and vastus medialis had greater activation with increases in translational loading. Semimembranosus activity was driven by semitendinosus activity in our biomechanical model. At low flexion angles, where we found significant increases in AP stiffness, semitendinosus and semimembranosus have the two highest squared projections over the AP DoF (Arnold et al., 2010). Thus, both muscles are geometrically well suited to provide AP translational stiffness. Further, isolated semitendinosus and semimembranosus activation would cause selective increases in AP stiffness. However, it was also necessary to activate vastus medialis in order to balance the extensor moment that the participants were required to maintain. Therefore, there appeared to be a selective activity increase in muscles with large AP squared projections, as well as some co-contraction to balance joint moment.

As mentioned, we found inconclusive evidence supporting a selective increase in AP translational stiffness with an increase in AP loading. In support of a selective stiffness strategy, we found significantly greater AP stiffness and no significant change in flexion-extension stiffness. However, to better test this hypothesis, we examined the ratio between AP and flexion-extension stiffness. Although not significant, this ratio trended towards a greater relative increase in AP versus flexion-extension stiffness with increases in translational loading. Taking into consideration this trend, selective activity increases in semitendinosus, and the co-contraction of vastus medialis, we suggest that significant AP stiffness increases are from a combination of global and selective stiffness strategies.
This concurs with the findings of Dhaher et al. (2003) who, based on muscular activity during valgus loading, suggested the existence of both selective and global stiffening strategies.

Many researchers have reported altered muscle activation during rotational (Hodges et al., 2001; Dhaher et al., 2003) and translation (Hurd and Snyder-Mackler, 2007; Torry et al., 2004; Aalbersberg et al., 2009) loading. These studies, however, have not confirmed that relative changes in muscle activity changes joint stiffness. Further, these studies interpret their results from the perspective that a joint resists motion by muscular moments and forces, about and along the rotational and translational DoF, respectively. While muscular force and moment would correlate with joint stiffness, we have shown in Chapters 2 and 3 that musculotendon joint stiffness is more complicated. Therefore, to our knowledge we are the first to demonstrate that increased muscle activation leads to significant increases in joint translational stiffness. More importantly, increases in both AP stiffness and muscle activity highlight the nervous system’s ability to respond to translational loading.

There are many directions for future research, both related to and extending upon our work. In Chapter 4, due to spatial and equipment constraints, three muscles in our biomechanical model were driven from neighboring muscles. When examining relative changes in muscle activity, it becomes increasingly important to accurately model the activation, force, and stiffness of each muscle. This may be particularly challenging for deep lying muscles, such as the rotator cuff and multifidus muscles of the shoulder and spine, respectively. Although somewhat invasive, the use of fine-wire electromyography
has been shown to be useful for measuring the activation of these muscles (Moselely et al., 2002; Hodder, 2011). To avoid losing potentially important information, future joint stiffness experiments should attempt to obtain the activation of each muscle surrounding the joint(s) of interest. Another consideration in our experimental work is the potential influence of the somatosensory system. It is possible that the nervous system was not responding to translational loading at the knee joint per se, but rather acting upon skin mechanoreceptor (pressure sensors) feedback loops. However, it is unknown if these fast acting feedback loops are capable of eliciting an intelligent response that increases stiffness along the loaded DoF. Nonetheless, this could be controlled for in future studies by numbing the skin. In Chapter 4, we focused only on the AP and flexion-extension stiffness. However, it would be easy to adapt the current analysis to examine stiffness in other DoF. For example, it would be beneficial to examine valgus-varus stiffness, as loading about this DoF is often associated with the development of osteoarthritis (Sharma et al., 2010). Further, we found that AP translational stiffness varied at the three tested knee angles due to changing muscular AP projections. This change was particularly evident between 20° and 45° of knee flexion, and it would have been beneficial to have greater resolution of AP stiffness between these angles.

We performed our experimental work on a task often used for rehabilitation of the knee (Beynnon et al., 2005). However, it would also be beneficial to examine joint stiffness during more functional, multi-joint movements. We attempted to perform such an experiment, but were hampered by soft-tissue artifact and concerns about extrapolating beyond the validated bounds of our biomechanical models (see Appendix below).
Functional and multi-joint tasks provide greater insight into the physiological objectives the nervous system considers. For this reason, there is a large body of motor control literature that examined the control mechanisms of arm reaching (Shadmehr et al., 1993; Burdet et al., 2001; Darainy et al., 2004; Franklin et al., 2004; Franklin et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2009a; Wong et al., 2009b; Krutky et al, 2013). Two interesting features from these works are that they: 1) relate endpoint stiffness to joint stiffness, and 2) study the affects of relative muscle activity changes on the eigenvectors of the end-point stiffness matrix.

Endpoint stiffness is empirically estimated by taking the derivative of endpoint forces (e.g., forces applied at the hand) with respect to endpoint displacements. By using a Jacobian transformation matrix (i.e., the derivative of end point movement with respect to joint movement), endpoint stiffness can be used to calculate joint stiffness (Mussa-Ivaldi et al., 1985). Unfortunately, this method is unable to partition joint stiffness to individual muscle contributions; rather, if done at all, these studies divide joint stiffness across lumped muscles (McIntyre et al., 1996). The strength of our approach is that we add each muscle’s stiffness contribution to the joint stiffness matrix. This provides us with a clearer picture of how the central nervous controls stiffness. Despite only being able to divide joint stiffness across lumped muscles, Franklin et al. (2007) were able to show that altered activation of lumped mono- and bi-articular, elbow and shoulder muscles causes the eigenvectors of the endpoint stiffness matrix to align with environmental perturbation forces. Although the eigenvectors in our analysis remained relatively stable, likely due to fairly similar muscle activations across conditions, this emphasizes the importance of accounting for the eigenvectors of a stiffness matrix. Future
work should use our approach, combined with the aforementioned Jacobian transformation matrix, to calculate endpoint stiffness of the hand or foot during functional, multi-joint tasks.

In this thesis we have investigated stiffness, which is a positional or elastic resistance to motion. While a stiffness analysis is sufficient for static postures, an impedance analysis would be useful for dynamic movements. An impedance analysis considers positional (stiffness matrix: $K$), velocity (viscous matrix: $B$), acceleratory (inertial matrix; $M$), and higher order (typically ignored) dependent forces ($F$) (Latash and Zatsiorsky, 1993; Tsuji et al., 1995). The impedance of a system can be modeled with the following differential equation: $Kx + B\dot{x} + M\ddot{x} = -F$, where $x$, $\dot{x}$, and $\ddot{x}$ denote displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively (Tsuji et al., 1995). For experimental data, the coefficients $K$, $B$, and $M$ can be estimated with several numerical methods (Cannon and Zahalak, 1982; Tsuji et al., 1995; Cholewicki et al., 1999; Granata et al., 2004; Pfeifer et al., 2012). A limitation to this methodology, however, is that the coefficients represent lumped parameters of joint stiffness, viscosity, and inertia from several active and passive structures. Thus, little information would be gained regarding individual component (e.g., an individual muscle or ligament) contributions to joint impedance. Further, using such lumped parameters is not sufficient for validating individual component estimates of joint impedance. From a musculotendon modeling perspective, viscous and inertial forces are typically ignored. While it has been shown that passive, viscous musculotendon forces are present during dynamic movement (Meyer et al., 2011), we are unaware of any work demonstrating the affects of muscle mass to
inline force. It is important to note here that the force-velocity relationship is sometimes mistaken as a viscous muscle property (Hogan, 1984; Takeda et al., 2004). In fact, this relationship is the result of a very unique muscle property—a velocity-dependent stiffness—where muscle fiber velocity affects the probability of cross-bridges binding and, consequently, muscle fiber mechanical properties. This is evident in the DMA model, which reproduces the force-velocity relationship using only elastic muscle fiber properties (Zahalak, 1986). Although the DMA model replicates many physiological muscle properties in dynamic simulations (Zahalak, 1981; Zahalak, 1986), future work should focus on including the parallel elastic component, passive viscous forces, and, potentially, inline inertial forces. This would provide insight into how our muscles resist dynamic movements.

In short, we were able to show that the nervous system is responsive to translational loading. This was evident from significant increases in AP joint stiffness. Based on selective activation increases in muscles with large squared AP projections, as well as some co-contraction, we suggest that greater AP stiffness was accomplished by both selective and global stiffening. A key aspect of our work was the evaluation of the musculotendon stiffness matrix. To our knowledge, this represents the first analysis in the biomechanics literature that accounts for all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a stiffness matrix. Further, we are the first to use stiffness ellipses to examine multiple DoF in a single joint. Future work should use our approach to further examine how the nervous system controls stiffness along multiple DoF for single and multi-joint movements.

Additionally, it would be extremely valuable to use our methodology to examine endpoint
stiffness of the hand or foot during functional tasks. This will provide us a greater understanding of how individual muscles allow us to interact with objects and our environment.

5.4 – CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The collective theoretical and experimental works presented in this thesis have answered several important questions regarding the role of the active and nervous systems in providing joint translational stiffness. From our innovative work, several new and important concepts emerged. Geometrically, we found that possessing a large squared projection and short length better enables a muscle to provide greater joint translational stiffness. Further, we have also described how the DoF interact with one another based on muscular orientation about a joint. Mechanically, our equations show that muscles with high inline force and stiffness capacity have greater potential to provide joint translational stiffness. Finally, we found that the nervous system responds to translational loading by increasing joint stiffness. This was shown through increased hamstring activation and increased musculotendon translational stiffness along the loaded translational degree-of-freedom. We suggest that joint translational stiffness increases were the result of both selective and global strategies. In conclusion, our findings greatly extend the works of previous analyses and will provide a strong foundation to spur future stiffness, stability, and impedance research. It is our hope that the novel findings presented will significantly aid in injury prevention, rehabilitation paradigms, and surgical techniques.
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APPENDIX
INTRODUCTION

Data for a second experimental study were collected for this thesis, but are not included in the main body of the dissertation. The purpose of that experiment was to examine musculotendon contributions to knee stiffness during a dynamic task. This closed kinetic chain exercise was performed on a linearly oscillating platform. Increases in vibration frequency would lead to an increase in joint translational loading. We expected increases in AP musculotendon stiffness with greater translational AP loading. Further, we were also expecting a significant increase in activation for muscles with large squared AP projections. However, upon consideration by my thesis committee and I, we decided there were too many potential confounds, both from the collected data and current biomechanical models, to draw sound conclusions from the data that were collected. This decision was made after the processing of kinematic data. Briefly, we were concerned with 1) excessive, non-physiological tibiofemoral translations; 2) large axial rotations; and 3) high joint accelerations. We attribute the excessive tibiofemoral translations to soft-tissue artifact; caused by the rapidly oscillating platform. While balancing on one leg as the platform vibrated, subjects were required to keep their center of mass over their right foot. This led to a posture that involved large axial rotation. Finally, we were also concerned with the high joint accelerations caused by the rapidly oscillating platform. Each of these factors could potentially lead to inaccurate estimates of joint stiffness. Below, we report methodology, display representative kinematic results, and discuss the implications of our kinematic findings on biomechanical modeling.
METHODS

Participants

Twelve, right leg dominant, male subjects (age: 24.9 ± 4.1 years, height: 179 ± 4.6 cm, weight: 78.4 ± 8.5 kg) participated in this study. Subjects read the participant information sheet and signed the consent statement. The Hamilton Health Sciences/McMaster Health Sciences Research Ethics Board approved this study.

Instrumentation and Data Acquisition

Tri-axial moments and forces were recorded from a force-plate (Advanced Mechanical Technology, Inc., Newton, MA, USA) that was bolted onto a sliding platform. The blade of a reciprocating saw (stroke length = 3.15 cm, 18 V; Model DC385, DeWALT Industrial Tool Co., Clifton Park, NY) was screwed to the platform. We bypassed the trigger of the saw with a power supply (Input: 115 V AC, 60 Hz, 500 W, Output: 6-15 V DC, 25 AMP; Model PS-26KX, PYRAMID, Brooklyn, NY, USA) that had adjustable voltage. This allowed us to modulate the vibration frequency of the horizontally vibrating platform. Eight resistors (1 Ohm, 25 W; model THS251ROJ, TE Connectivity Ltd., Berwyn, PE) were between the power-supply and saw, which reduced the voltage from the power supply. A differential amplifier (gain = 1000-5000, input impedance = 10 GΩs, 10-1000 Hz, CMRR = 115 dB at 60 Hz; Bortec, Octopus AMT-8, Calgary, AB, Canada) recorded surface electromyography (sEMG) via bipolar electrode pairs (Medi-Trace 130, Kendall, Mansfield, MA). A potentiometer (Model 140, Vihsay Spectral, Shelton, CT, USA) with two rigid arms attached along the right thigh and right lower leg allowed measurement of the knee angle. A computer screen provided participants real-time visual
feedback of their knee angle and target angles. Force plate, sEMG, and potentiometer signals were acquired at 2000 Hz. Eleven Raptor cameras (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA) sampled marker positions at 60 Hz. A handheld kinematic transducer recorded the frequency of a piece of reflective tape placed on the side of the force plate.

**Experimental Protocol**

Three training trials had randomly selected values for vibration frequency and knee angle within the ranges of 2.5 Hz – 3.5 Hz and 7.5° - 42.5°, respectively. Participants matched their knee angle to a computer screen displayed target. Once the participants could sustain the target knee angle at the desired vibration frequency for 10 s, the trial was complete.

After training, we placed surface electrodes on the vastus medialis, vastus lateralis, rectus femoris, biceps femoris, semimembranosus, semitendinosus, tensor fascia latae, gastrocnemius lateral, gastrocnemius medial, and a reference electrode placed over the greater trochanter (Basmajian, 1985; Cram, 1998; Saitou et al., 2000). With the electrodes in place, we collected baseline sEMG activity with the participants lying prone and relaxed on mat. We then applied resistance as the participants performed two successive maximum voluntary contractions (MVEs), through the ranges of motion, for both the plantar and knee flexors. The participants then sat on a chair and performed two, knee extensor MVEs against applied resistance.

Reflective markers were placed on the lateral and medial aspects of the ankle malleoli and femur epicondyles, the two anterior and two posterior superior iliac spines, and one on the midpoint of the sacrum (Leardini et al., 1999). Marker triads were attached onto a sectioned piece of four-inch PVC piping, which were firmly strapped to the right
thigh and upper leg of the participants. A single marker was placed on the force-plate. Participants then stood on the force plate and a neutral posture was captured for calibration purposes.

Participants performed nine experimental conditions with 2 minutes of rest between conditions. Depending on the trial condition, the vibrating platform oscillated at a frequency of ~2.5 Hz, ~3.0 Hz, or ~3.5 Hz, with participants single-legged squatting at a maintained knee angle of 7.5°, 22.5°, or 42.5°. All conditions were randomly ordered and performed once.

**Kinematic Data Analysis**

The reciprocating saw produced a triangular displacement-time profile of the single marker placed on the force plate. This displacement-time signal can be modelled as a summation of odd-order harmonics. A cumulative, power-spectral density analysis (window = 8.5 s) revealed that ~94% and ~5% of the displacement-time signal power was in the 1st (1f) and 2nd (3f) (odd) harmonic, respectively. Thus, to capture the highest frequency content of our kinematic data, we used a dual-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 22 Hz.

Once the kinematic data were filtered, we determined the centers of rotation of the ankle and knee as the midpoints of the malleoli and femur epicondyles, respectively. The hip center of rotation was estimated by the regression equations defined by Leardini et al., (1999). We used a singular value decomposition, least-squares optimization algorithm (Soderkvist and Wedin, 1993) to determine the displacement (3 x 1 translation vector) and orientation (3 x 3 rotation matrix) of the sets of three markers purportedly rigidly
attached to the thigh and lower leg. For all time-points, the displacement and orientation of the thigh with respect to the pelvis (hip), lower leg with respect to the thigh (knee) and foot with respect to the lower leg (ankle) were calculated (Small et al., 1992). We then parameterized the rotation matrices to Cardan angles to determine flexion-extension, valgus-varus, and axial rotations. The translational vector provided linear displacements along the anterior-posterior, medial-lateral, and superior-inferior directions. The Euclidean norm of these translations provided resultant translation. To determine angular velocity and accelerations, we first parameterized the rotation matrix to a quaternion and then took its derivatives using a fourth order, central finite-difference method (Leclerc et al., 2013). Both derivatives result in a 4 x 1 vector, where three of the elements contain the three angular velocities or accelerations (Leclerc et al., 2013). We also performed this difference method on the translation elements to obtain linear velocities and accelerations.

Below, we display two-seconds of knee and force-plate kinematics during one of the collected trials. These representative data demonstrate the excessive translational movements, the large axial rotations, and high joint accelerations.

RESULTS

Figure A.1 displays representative data from a trial where a participant was required to maintain a knee flexion angle of 42.5° while the platform oscillated at ~3.0 Hz. The black box represents 2 s of data where the subject was able to maintain a relatively constant posture at the desired knee angle. This time period was used to demonstrate representative force-plate and knee displacement data.
Figure A.1: Knee flexion angle (°) during a trial where the participant was required to hold a 42.5° knee angle while the force-plate vibrated at ~3.0 Hz. The horizontal axis represents time (s). The black box represents 2 s where the subject consistently maintained the desired posture.

*Force-plate displacement*

The unfiltered marker on the force-plate, displacement-time profile is displayed in Figure A.2. The translational displacement of the force plate resembles a triangle wave, which is composed of odd harmonics.
Figure A.2: Unfiltered, linear displacement (cm) of the force-plate as it oscillates at ~3.0 Hz. The horizontal axis represents time (s).

**Knee Translational Displacement**

The average, resultant translational displacement of the knee was ~1.75 cm from the neutral pose (Figure A.3). However, the most striking aspect of the knee translational displacement is the large amount of variation about the mean value. The maximum and minimum values were around 1 cm and 2.5 cm, respectively, creating a range of 1.5 cm in the 2 s window. Furthermore, in this time period there are several rapid changes in knee translation (e.g., data point 40, 60, 85).
Figure A.3: Resultant knee translation (cm) during a 2 s window where the participant was maintaining a relatively constant knee flexion angle. The horizontal axis represents time (s).

Knee Angular Displacements

As seen in Figure A.4, the subjects did well in maintaining the desired knee angle (42.5°; range: 2°) while single-leg squatting on the vibrating force-plate. The average valgus-varus (Figure A.5) and axial (Figure A.6) joint angles were approximately 0° (range: 3°) and 18° (range: 2°), respectively.
Figure A.4: Knee flexion angle (°) during the 2 s window. The horizontal axis represents time (s).

Figure A.5: Knee valgus-varus angle (°) during the 2 s window. The horizontal axis represents time (s).
Figure A.6: Axial knee angle (°) during the 2 s window. The horizontal axis represents time (s).

**Angular Velocity and Acceleration**

Knee flexion-extension angular velocity and acceleration are shown in Figures A.7 and A.8, respectively. Angular velocity ranged from -20 °/s to 15 °/s. As a result of the rapidly moving force plate, there were large magnitudes of flexion-extension angular acceleration. Peak values were approximately ±1250 °/s².
Figure A.7: Flexion-extension angular velocity (°/s) of the knee. The horizontal axis represents time (s).

Figure. A.8: Flexion-extension angular acceleration (°/s²) of the knee. The horizontal axis represents time (s).
DISCUSSION

We had three major concerns that prompted us to discontinue the analysis of this closed kinetic chain exercise. These concerns were: 1) non-physiological translations from soft-tissue artifact; 2) large axial rotations during the one-legged squatting; and 3) high joint accelerations caused by the rapidly vibrating platform. Although there were several limitations to this experiment, much was learned from this experience. Below, we expand on these limitations.

Our largest concern with the kinematic data was the large amount of tibiofemoral translation. We attribute this to soft-tissue artifact and the potential sliding of the marker triads relative to the skin. As seen in Figure A.3, the resultant knee translation varied in the representative data (range: ~1.5 cm). This finding, shown in the example provided, was evident throughout our entire data set. In a relatively consistent posture (i.e., ± 2° knee flexion-extension angle), translational movement of the tibia, with respect to the femur, this large is not physiological and may be a sign of soft-tissue artifact or markers triad movement. We also noticed several rapid changes in knee translational movement at various time points. These increased in magnitude with vibration frequency and tended to occur after force-plate changes in direction. We are unsure why they did not occur at every change in direction, which was expected if this was solely from soft-tissue artifact. A possible explanation is changing muscle tensions throughout the trial. This would alter the overall tissue rigidity under the markers, and, consequently, may have affected the amount of soft-tissue movement. Given the large amounts of knee translation, we were concerned that our kinematic data were not an accurate reflection of the underlying bone.
Thus, we were not confident in using these data to drive our lower extremity, musculoskeletal model.

Throughout this thesis, we used OpenSIMM (Musculographics Inc.; Delp et al., 1990; Arnold et al., 2010) to model the knee joint. Knee kinematics for this musculoskeletal model are based on the cadaveric study of Walker et al. (1988). At 42.5° of knee flexion, their model predicts 1.9° and 10.9° of valgus-varus and axial motion, respectively. From the sample data above, we found valgus-varus and axial angles ranged from approximately -1.5° to 1.5° and 17.0° to 19.0°, respectively. While valgus-varus motion matched the experimental work, axial rotations were up to 8° greater in our experiment. These angular differences were likely caused by experimental design differences between Walker and colleagues’ (1988) study and our task. In their study, the leg was unweighted and passively moved. In our experiment, the right knee was heavily loaded during single-leg squatting. Inaccurate joint angles would cause differences between actual and predicted musculotendon lines of action and lengths, as well as force and stiffness generating capacities. All of these quantities are important for calculating musculotendon joint stiffness.

About the flexion-extension DoF, where the majority of knee movement occurs, we found large accelerations. Given that some muscles that cross the knee can weigh up to 0.5 kg (Ward et al., 2009), it is likely important to include their contributory inertial forces during a high acceleration task. Since the distribution-moment approximation model does not account for inertial muscle properties, we were concerned that our predicted forces would not be accurate.
Fortunately, none of the discussed concerns were present in the experimental work of Chapter 4. In that experiment, all motion was performed at a constant velocity (zero acceleration). Without acceleration, there are no concerns of soft-tissue artifact or accounting for inertial muscle properties. Additionally, compared to the current study, the experiment in Chapter 4 was performed at a more neutral posture with much lower joint loading. This is more comparable to the experimental design of Walker et al. (1988), and we consequently had greater confidence in our predicted muscle lines of action. Thus, in Chapter 4 we did not have concerns of soft-tissue artifact and inertial muscle properties, and had greater confidence in our predicted muscle lines of action.

Based on the provided rational, we felt it was necessary to exclude this last experiment from the thesis. Despite the limitations of the current study, there is benefit to estimating translational stiffness in more functional, closed kinetic chain tasks. To avoid soft-tissue artifact, one could use a robot to apply static forces and moments to a constrained foot. To examine knee AP stiffness as a result of altered tibial shearing force, or other loading scenarios, it would be necessary to use the Jacobian transformation matrix that relates endpoint (foot) movement to joint (knee and ankle) motion. This approach would also allow for the examination of individual muscle contributions to endpoint stiffness at the foot. A similar design could also be used for dynamic movements, but, to avoid issues present in the current study, such work should consider soft-tissue artifact and the boundaries of biomechanical models.
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